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Egypt's President likely to
be chief guest for

Republic Day celebrations

E
gypt's President Abdel Fattah el-

Sisi is likely to be the chief
guest for the Republic Day

celebrations here next year. External
Affairs Minister S Jaishankar is learnt
to have extended the formal invitation

to el-Sisi during an official visit to
Cairo last month. This would be the
first time that an Egyptian president

would be the chief guest at the
Republic Day celebrations. India had

not invited any foreign dignitary as the
chief guest for the Republic Day

celebrations in 2021 and 2022 due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Bharat Jodo Yatra:
Snake spotted in food
tent in MP's Manihar

A
small snake was spotted in the

food tent when the Bharat
Jodo Yatra was in Manihar

village in Khargone district in Madhya
Pradesh on Saturday, a Congress

leader said. Leader of Opposition in
Madhya Pradesh Assembly Govind

Singh said a small snake was spotted
in the food tent when participants of

the Rahul Gandhi-led march were
taking a break. Those present caught
the snake and released it in the open

some distance away, he said. Party
functionaries said Gandhi was not

near the tent when the incident
occurred. The march, which began

from Mortakka in Khandwa district on
Saturday morning, broke for lunch at
Manihar, after which it resumed from

Umeria Chowki, before moving to
Mhow, the birthplace of Babasaheb

Ambedkar, in the evening.

PT Usha throws her hat
into IOA ring, to fight

for president's post

I
n a surprise development, the

legendary P T Usha on
Saturday announced that she

will contest for the post of Indian
Olympic Association (IOA) president

when the sports body holds its election
on December 10.  The 58-year-old
Usha, a multiple Asian Games gold

medallists and fourth place finisher in
the 1984 Olympics 400m hurdles final,

made the announcement through a
tweet. "With the warm support of my

Fellow Athletes and National Federations
I am humbled and honoured to accept

and file for the Nomination of the
President Of IOA!," Usha tweeted. The
deadline to file nomination papers for

the IOA elections ends on Sunday. 
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Guv delaying bills
unconstitutional

PNS n HYDERABAD

Governors are deliberately delaying
Bills passed by State Legislatures,
Rohith Vakrala, the Convener of the
Council for Transforming India
(CTI) said here on Saturday.

“We call it unconstitutional
behaviour. We understand that
Article 200 of the Constitution
doesn't have a time limit for the
Governor to give assent or reject
Bills. But Governors delaying Bills
passed by the elected state legisla-
tures by months will definitely
affect the functioning of elected gov-
ernments and the Governor's act
should be considered as going
against people's mandate.

The legislatures of Telangana,
Tamil Nadu and Kerala had passed
many Bills in the last few months,
but the Governors of those states
have kept the Bills pending without
giving assent or returning or send-
ing them to the President for con-
sideration.

Eight Bills of Telangana, six bills
of Kerala and Tamil Nadu are pend-
ing awaiting the nod of the
Governors.

Once a Bill is passed by state
legislatures it is deemed to be the
wil l  of  the people and the

Governor has to go with the
mandate of the public.

The Governor may send the Bill
back for reconsideration but the
government can still pass the Bill
without modifications. This will
bind the Governor to give assent. 

Lotus will bloom in Telangana
n Will come to power with bumper majority, asserts Shah
PNS n HYDERABAD

Union Home Minister Amit Shah
is confident that the BJP will
come to power in Telangana in the
next Assembly elections. There is
no doubt that the BJP is going to
form government in Telangana
with a bumper majority, Amit
Shah said.

“I know the pulse of Telangana
as I visit the state frequently. The
people of Telangana want change.
After Karnataka, the BJP is going
to bag Telangana,” Amit Shah said.

Participating in Times Now
Summit–2022 held in New Delhi

on Saturday, Amit Shah said the
BJP is going to defeat the TRS with
a huge majority.

He also said that the BJP will
win in Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh and in the Delhi
Municipal Corporation elections.

Amit Shah said the BJP wel-
comes former AICC president
Rahul Gandhi’s Bharat Jodo Yatra.
“Anyone can try to come to power.
However, the result will be known
after elections,” he said.

World is looking at India
n Fundamental Duties should be priority for citizens: Modi

PNS n NEW DELHI

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
Saturday said fulfilling fundamental
duties should be the first priority of
citizens to take the nation to greater
heights as it marches ahead towards
the centenary of its independence.

Addressing Constitution Day cel-
ebrations at the Supreme Court,
Modi said the entire world is look-
ing at India which is witnessing rapid
development and economic growth.

The prime minister said the coun-
try is set to assume the G-20 presi-
dency next week and this is a big
opportunity to present its contribu-
tion to the world.

"We, as Team India, should work
towards enhancing India's prestige on
the world stage and highlight the

country's contribution to the world.
This is our collective responsibility,"
Modi said and added that "we have
to strengthen India's identity as the
mother of democracy".

He said he is pleased to state that
the country in the form of the moth-

er of democracy is strengthening its
ancient ideals and the spirit of the
Constitution, and pro-people policies
are empowering the poor and
women of the country.

"The first three words of the
Preamble of the Constitution 'We the
people' are a call, trust and oath. This
spirit of the Constitution is the spir-
it of India that has been the mother
of democracy in the world. In the
modern time, the Constitution has
embraced all the cultural and moral
emotions of the nation," Modi said.

The prime minister said that
defying initial apprehensions about
its stability, India is moving ahead
with full force and taking pride in
its diversity.

Differing strategies
PNS n HYDERABAD

The fight between the TRS and the
BJP has taken a new turn with the
strategies of both parties revolving
around early elections.

Speculations about early Assembly
elections in Telangana had subsided
since some time. Chief Minister K.
Chandrasekhar Rao had made it
clear at a party meeting that
Assembly elections will be held only
as per schedule. But suddenly spec-
ulations have started on early
Assembly elections. 

The reason for this may be spec-
ulations at the national level that
Prime Minister Modi is planning to
go for early LS elections.

As per schedule, the next LS elec-
tions are expected by May 2024 and
the next Telangana Assembly elec-
tions before December 2023. That

means there is around a year for the
next TS Assembly elections.

Sources said that Prime Minister

Modi is thinking that if they go for
early LS elections around next
December there are chances of hold-
ing simultaneous elections to the Lok
Sabha and the Telangana Assembly.

Generally, national issues domi-
nate during Lok Sabha elections and
local issues in Assembly elections.
The BJP leadership is thinking that
in case of simultaneous elections they
will have an advantage in the
Telangana Assembly elections.

The BJP leadership is thinking of
early elections to the Lok Sabha to
damage the prospects of the TRS in
the Telangana Assembly elections.

The reported plan of the BJP
leadership is to dissolve the Lok
Sabha after the next budget session
of the Parliament being held in
February 2023. 

n TRS-BJP fight revolves

round simultaneous 

LS, Assembly elections

PNS n SRIHARIKOTA (AP)

The India Space Research
Organisation's trusted workhorse
PSLV on Saturday successfully inject-
ed an Earth Observation Satellite and
eight other co-passenger satellites in
multiple orbits, calling the mission
'unique'.

PSLV-C54 successfully placed the
Earth Observation Satellite (Oceansat)
and eight other customer satellites into
sun-synchronous orbits, ISRO said.

"PSLV-C54/EOS-06 Mission is
accomplished. The remaining satel-

lites have all been injected into their
intended orbits," it said in a tweet.

The mission, which was PSLV's
56th flight, is said to be one of the
longest ones undertaken by the
Bengaluru-headquartered space
agency.

Calling the mission 'unique,' ISRO
chief, S Somanath said for the first
time scientists have used two orbit
change thrusters (OCTs) in the PSLV

rocket to change orbits.
"I would like to share the happy

news of the separation of the remain-
ing eight satellites as expected into the
new orbit which is lowered from orig-
inal orbit of the EOS-06 satellite to
perfection that is from 732 kms to 513
kms in a circular sun-synchronous
orbit," he told reporters here.

Soaring into space
ISRO injects Earth observation, 8 others satellites in orbits

Fix timeframe for Guvs to okay Bills: CTI

The legislatures of

Telangana, Tamil Nadu and

Kerala had passed many Bills

in the last few months, but

the Governors of those states

have kept the Bills pending

without giving assent or

returning or sending 

them to the President 

for consideration.

NAVEENA GHANATE 
n HYDERABAD

The dynamics on Twitter have
changed so much that it is not
Industries Minister KT Rama Rao
who is getting the biggest traction,
but TSREDCO Chairman Y. Sathish
Reddy (YSR).

Sathish goes by the name YSR on
Twitter and has been giving the BJP
a run for its money to such an extent
that it had to even hold a press con-
ference to debunk his propaganda.

Recently, Sathish tweeted that
notices were issued to BL Santhosh
after which the BJP state leadership
held a press conference and
demanded an apology.

Sathish is critical of the BJP and
his posts are irking the saffron
brigade. Going by the analysis of
famous social media handles over
the last six months Sathish Reddy
has been on the top on Twitter every
month. His handle is the loudest

among the TRS.
Even during the Munugode by-

poll of the top 30 tweets from
Telangana, more than half were

from Sathish.
During the Munugode by-poll,

Minister KT Rama Rao’s re-tweets
during a particular period were

just half of what Sathish did. Sathish
mostly puts out anti-BJP posts and
gets traction from other states.

He, however, faced a backlash
when he posted a video of Union
Minister Nirmal Sitharaman’s press
conference over lipstick. People like
BL Santhosh and Union Ministers
like Smriti Irani called him out say-
ing that this is stooping to a new low.

During the Munugode election,
YSR pricked BJP so much that the
Election Commission wrote to
Twitter to delete his tweet. The TRS
social media convener complained on
Twitter to EC to take action against
the BJP candidate for luring voters
with money. The EC responded and
wrote to Twitter to delete the tweet.

BJP sources said that they will file
a complaint against YSR for spread-
ing fake news. There are speculations
that Sathish is funded by the CMO
or Rajya Sabha MP Santhosh Kumar.

TS govt responsible
for MMTS phase-II
delay: Kishan
PNS n HYDERABAD

Criticising Municipal
Administration Minister KT
Ramarao for declaring that the
TS government will complete
MMTS phase-II project even
if the Centre does not coop-
erate, Union Tourism Minister
G. Kishan Reddy said the
TRS government has been
adopting delaying tactics by
not giving its share of funds
for the MMTS phase-II proj-
ect even though the Centre
had sanctioned the project in
2012-13 and gave Rs 816.55
crore in the ratio of 1:2.

Space for Hyd’s Dhruva

T
he Hyderabad-based start-up, Dhruva
Space, put two Thybolt satellites in
space. India’s Polar Satellite Launch

Vehicle–C54 (PSLV–C54) lifted off on
Saturday with the Indo-French Earth
Observation Satellite (EOS 6) and eight
nano-satellites from the rocket port in
Andhra Pradesh.  The XL variant of the
PSLV rocket carrying the 1,117 kg EOS-6
as its primary cargo and eight others
piggyback blasted off from the first
launch pad of the Satish Dhawan Space
Centre (SDSC) at 11.56 am. The
satellites carried piggyback are from the
two Indian start-ups,  Syzygy Space
Technologies Pvt Ltd, commonly known
as Pixxel (Anand-16.51 kg), and Dhruva
Space's two Thybolt satellites, 
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T-Hub reaches
astral heights
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana State, which already
set an example for the country in
many fields and moving fast in the
development, unveiled another land-
mark event. The state of Telangana,
which has been bringing out the tal-
ent of new generations by promot-
ing start-up companies and make the
sky the limit, created another record
in the history of startups in the coun-
try and in the history of launching
private satellites into the space. 

CM lauds
Dhruva Space
and Skyroot

Not KTR, YSR gets more traction on Twitter
During the

Munugode 

by-poll,

Minister KT

Rama Rao’s re-
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a particular

period were

just half of

what Sathish

did. Sathish

mostly puts

out anti-BJP

posts and gets

traction from

other states.

ED files chargesheet
in Delhi Excise
policy PMLA case
PNS n NEW DELHI

New Delhi, Nov 26 (PTI) The
ED on Saturday filed its first
charge sheet before a court here
in the Delhi Excise policy
money laundering case naming
liquor businessman Sameer
Mahandru as one of the accused,
officials said.

Besides Indospirits promoter
Mahandru, the prosecution com-
plaint has also listed two other per-
sons and is about 3,000 pages
containing statements of the
accused and annexures, they said.

Sections of the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act (PMLA)
have been pressed in the charge
sheet, they said.
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Continued from page 1

After dissolving the Lok Sabha,
elections must be held within six
months. If the Lok Sabha is dis-
solved around March or April
2023 the next Lok Sabha elec-
tions should be held around
September or October 2023.

By that time there will be only
two or three months for the
Telangana Assembly elections.
So the Election Commission

may go for simultaneous elec-
tions to the Lok Sabha and the
Telangana Assembly.

KCR who came to know
about the BJP strategy is plan-
ning to dissolve the Assembly in
December after a brief session.

If the Assembly is dissolved
in December 2022 the next elec-
tion will have to be held around
May or June 2023. At that time
there will be around a year for
the next LS general elections. So

there will be no possibility for
simultaneous elections to the
Lok Sabha and the Telangana
Assembly.

KCR is planning to dissolve
the Assembly next month after
a brief Assembly session to
avoid simultaneous elections.

Interestingly, the TRS leader-
ship has asked its cadres to be
ready for Assembly elections
and the BJP leadership has
asked its cadres to be ready for
Lok Sabha elections. 

While the BJP leadership is
planning simultaneous elec-
tions KCR is trying to avoid it.
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EGG 

RATES

HYDERABAD        411

VIJAYAWADA         405

VISAKHAPATNAM 420

RREETTAAIILL  PPRRIICCEE `̀44..1111

`̀//110000 

CHICKEN 

RATES

Dressed/With Skin `300

Without Skin `320

Broiler at Farm `165

`̀//KKGG

(IN HYDERABAD)

SNCN ACHARYULU

n HYDERABAD

“I want to restore the old glory
of the Congress, bring back
leaders who have left the
Congress and traditional voters
of the Congress like SCs, STs
and minorities,” said the new
Andhra Pradesh Congress
Committee (APCC) President,
Gidugu Rudraraju.

In an exclusive interview
with ‘The Pioneer,' Gidugu
Rudraraju shared his ideas to
strengthen the party in AP. 

Rudraraju said that many
senior leaders of the party had
left and that he will try to
bring them back. He said that
he had worked as the Congress
in-charge in several states and
at present is the AICC secretary
in-charge of Odisha. He added
that this will help him in coor-
dinating with senior leaders.

After taking charge as APCC
President in the second week of
December I will give a call for
‘ghar wapasi,’ he said.

Rudraraju said that he con-
siders the APCC President’s
post as a responsibility and not
as a post. Thanking AICC
President Mallikarjun Kharge,

Sonia Gandhi, Rahul Gandhi
and others for giving him an
opportunity to serve the party
as APCC President, Rudraraju
said, “This is a commitment
given by the Congress to the
youth and committed party
workers.” 

Speaking about AP politics he
said that the people of Andhra
Pradesh have experienced TDP
and YSR Congress rule and

expressed the hope that the peo-
ple might have realised that only
the Congress can give them
good government. 

When asked whether the
people of Andhra Pradesh are
still harbouring the wounds of
bifurcation Rudraraju said, “The
Congress is committed to pro-
viding special category status for
Andhra Pradesh. Rahul has
also openly said this several
times. If the Congress is voted
to power at the Centre it will
grant special category status to
AP. Special category status will
reduce the severity of bifurca-
tion.”

He said the BJP had refused
to grant special category status
to AP although it had accept-
ed that in Parliament during
bifurcation. He also said that
the BJP had demanded that
special status should be given
to Andhra Pradesh for 10
years, but after coming to
power the BJP forgot it. 

When asked how it is possi-
ble for the Congress to come to
power at the Centre and in the
state, Rudraraju said that in pol-
itics ups and downs are com-
mon. He said that whether in
power or not the Congress is

always with the people.
The Congress party's top pri-

ority when in power is to solve
people's problems and when in
the opposition the party will
fight for public issues. He added
that as an elephant has the same
value whether dead or alive, the
Congress is the same whether in
power or not.

Rudraraju said the Congress
will fight to resolve people's
problems with like-minded par-
ties in the state. But the alliance
issue will be decided by the high
command.

Rudraraju who was APCC
Joint Secretary in united AP
became AICC Secretary and
now is APCC President. He has
worked with several PCC pres-
idents. During late Chief
Minister YS Rajasekhar Reddy’s
time Rudraraju was made an
MLC.

“The blessings of the late
Chief Minister, YS Rajasekhar
Reddy, and former MP KVP
Ramachandra Rao and senior
state Congress leaders helped
me to come to this post,”
Rudraraju said. He added that
he will try his utmost to retain
the confidence the party's high
command had reposed in him. 

New APCC chief vows to
restore Cong to its old glory

Mahila Cong
files complaint
against
Ramdev Baba
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Mahila Congress has
filed a complaint with City
Police Commissioner CV
Anand against yoga expert
Ramdev Baba for allegedly
making abusive statements
against women at a training
programme in Thane.

The Mahila Congress
urged the CP to take action
against Ramdev Baba for his
vulgar utterances against
womenfolk and create confi-
dence among women and
also demand an uncondi-
tional apology from the Baba.

It may be recalled that
Ramdev Baba had said with-
out batting an eyelid,
“Women look good in saris,
they look great in salwar
suits and in my view, women
look good even if they don't
wear anything.”

Baba had said that he has
no objections if they had no
time to switch to saris and
that they could do it after
going home. He allegedly
made the offending remark
after this.

However, Mahila Congress
president Sunitha Rao men-
tioned in the complaint that

Is CBI trying to implicate
Jagan’s aides in Viveka murder?
PNS n HYDERABAD

In the YS Vivekananda Reddy
case, the CBI’s interest in impli-
cating Chief Minister YS Jagan
Mohan Reddy’s close aides while
neglecting the other side of the
story has raised several ques-
tions.

While Jagan’s aides are kept on
tenterhooks by the CBI, it took
nine months to record the state-
ment of Devireddy Tulasamma,
the wife of Devireddy Shiv
Shankar Reddy, who was arrest-
ed in November 2021 in connec-
tion with the murder of former
minister YS Vivekananda Reddy
in March 2019.

The CBI’s refusal to question
the others named by Tuslamma
has raised an eyebrow on the
probe.

A petition was filed in the
Pulivendula court on February
21 this year, defying the CBI's
approach. Responding to this,
the court recorded her statement
on Saturday

Tulasamma said that Viveka’s
son-in-law and brother-in-law
were behind the murder and
cited political succession and
property disputes as the reason
for the murder.

His son-in-law Rajasekhara
Reddy, elder brother-in-law Siva
Prakash Reddy, TDP leader

B.Tech Ravi, Parameswara
Reddy, YG Rajeshwara Reddy
and Neerugattu Prasad, who
were involved in Vivekananda
Reddy's murder conspiracy,
should be investigated, she said

She said that when Viveka got
married a second time there
were serious differences in the
family.

“His daughter Sunitha and
son-in-law Narreddy
Rajasekhara Reddy's statement
that Viveka’s statement that he
would give a share in his prop-
erty to second wife Shamim and
declare her son as his heir
caused serious concern.
Narreddy Rajasekhar Reddy
and Sivaprakash Reddy who
were hoping for Viveka's polit-
ical and family legacy conspired
to kill him,” Tulsamma said.

Vivek’s PA Krishna Reddy
first told his family about
Viveka's death. Viveka's aide
Inayatullah took photos and
videos of his body lying in a pool
of blood on his cell phone and
WhatsApped it to Narreddy
Sivaprakash Reddy.

Even after seeing them,
Sivaprakash Reddy called
Adinarayana Reddy, who was
then a minister in the TDP gov-
ernment, and told him that
Viveka had died of a heart
attack.

Vivek's family reached
Pulivendula after deleting the
messages and other details from
the cell phone and handed them
over to the police in the evening.

Erra Gangireddy, who is the
main accused in the case, also
admitted that Narreddy
Sivaprakash Reddy had told
him to go to the place of the
murder, clean the room and take
the body from the bathroom
into the room.

Tulasamma said that TDP
leader B.Tech Ravi became a
partner in the conspiracy for
political supremacy in Pulivendu
and that three more people had
cooperated due to land dis-
putes and political reasons.

TDP leader B.Tech Ravi
knows that he cannot dominate
Pulivendula as long as
Vivekananda Reddy lived. That
is why Vivek cooperated in the
murder.

Tulsamma, the wife of Devi
Reddy Sivashankar Reddy, the
accused in this case, who testi-
fied in the Pulivendula court
said, “Viveka's family blocked
the SIT investigation to avoid
exposing their conspiracy. The
CBI is being deliberately misled
in the case, she said. The CBI did
not consider the key points
found in the earlier SIT investi-
gation. 

Soaring into space
Continued from page 1

"PSLV-C54 in its fourth stage
has done this orbital change for
the very first time using two
burn sequence," he added.

Elaborating on the eight satel-
lites, he said in these payloads,
the India-Bhutan satellite was
the last one to separate.

"Before that, we had the
Astrocast 1-4 from Spaceflight
USA, and Thybolt 1 and 2
from Dhruvaspace and Anand
satellite from PIXEL India Ltd.
So, congratulations to all the
satellite teams for having their
satellites in perfect orbit. All the
best to them," he added.

Referring to the India-Bhutan
satellite, Somanath said: "It is a
very important milestone in the
history of the joint collaboration
of Indian and Bhutan scientists."

The primary satellite, Earth
Observation Satellite is built by
ISRO for use by departments
and ministries in the
Government of India.

"I would like to take this
opportunity to thank them for
their commitment to make use
of this satellite and the missions
to projects of each of those min-
istries and departments," he
said.

Modi lauds scientists
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi on Saturday congratulat-
ed ISRO and NewSpace India
Limited for successfully inject-
ing an Earth Observation
Satellite and eight other co-
passenger satellites in multiple
orbits.

The mission, which was
PSLV's 56th flight, is said to be

one of the longest ones under-
taken by the Bengaluru-head-
quartered space agency.

"Congratulations to @ISRO
and NSIL on the successful
launch of PSLV C54 mission.
The EOS-06 satellite will help
in optimizing utilization of
our maritime resources," he
said on Twitter.

Besides the Earth
Observation-06 satellite of
ISRO, the PSLV C54 mission
also placed in orbit six other
satellites, including Anand,
developed by Bengaluru-based
Pixxel, Thybolt 1 and 2 built by
H y d e r a b a d - b a s e d
DhruvaSpace and four
nanosatellites for Switzerland-
based Astrocast, which is
building a constellation of
satellites dedicated to Internet
of Things (IoT).

Space for Hyd’s...
Continued from page 1

the 1.45 kg, Spaceflight USA's Astrosat (four numbers 17.92 kg) and
ISRO's INS-2B (18.28 kg). The Thybolt satellites of Dhruva Space
have a communication payload to enable rapid technology
demonstration and constellation development for multiple users. It
also demonstrates the Store-and-Forward function for authorised
users in the amateur frequency band. The Thybolt Satellites deployed
using the Dhruva Space Orbital Deployer will function for a minimum
of one year. “The launch of the three satellites by Indian companies
Pixxel Space and Dhruva Space heralds the beginning of a new era,
where Indian talent in space technology gets fully realised.
Congratulations to all the companies and everyone involved in this
launch,” Prime Minister Modi said in a message. The Hyderabad-
based satellite company Dhruva Space was founded in 2012 by
Sanjay Nekkanti, its CEO, Krishna Teja Penamakuru, the COO, Abhay
Egoor, the CTO and Chaitanya Dora Surapureddy, its CFO. Nekkanti is
a B.Tech in Electronics and Telecommunications from SRM
University and an M.Sc in Space Science and Technology. He worked
earlier for Comsat Systems, Exseed Space and also advises some
companies. Penamakuru is a BE Computer Science graduate from
the Birla Institute of Technology and Science (BITS), Pilani, and a
Master in Computer Science from the Arizona University of the US.

CM lauds
Dhruva Space

and Skyroot

PNS n HYDERABAD

Chief Minister K Chandrashekhar
Rao expressed happiness over
successfully placing into the space
orbit the two Nano satellites
launched from Srihari kota by the

Telangana based “Dhruva” Space
Tech, an Hyderabad based  private
startup' organization on Saturday.  

CM KCR said that the suc-
cessful launch of two nano satel-
lites-  'Thybolt 1 and Thybolt 2'
sent by Hyderabad startup com-

pany along with ISRO's PSLV-
C54 is a milestone in the histo-
ry of the country's enterprising
startups. The Chief Minister said
that the launch of the satellites
by the private sector is a great
success.  CM KCR said that

Telangana startup company and
T- Hub member ‘Sky root’ cre-
ated an history, with the success
of the recently launched
'Vikram-S' satellite, as the first
private company to launch satel-
lite, in the country.  

ED files...
Continued from page 1

The agency said it has so far
undertaken 169 search opera-
tions in this case, filed after tak-
ing cognisance of a CBI FIR
which was registered on the
recommendation of the Delhi
lieutenant governor.

The CBI inquiry was rec-
ommended on the findings of
the Delhi chief secretary's
report filed in July showing
prima facie violations of the
GNCTD Act 1991,
Transaction of Business Rules
(ToBR)-1993, Delhi Excise
Act-2009, and Delhi Excise
Rules-2010, officials had said.

A total of five people have
been arrested by the ED in this
case till now. Mahandru was
arrested by the Enforcement
Directorate on September 27
following his questioning. The
CBI too filed its first charge
sheet in the case early this
week.

Constitution main source
of country’s unity: Guv
PNS n HYDERABAD

Governor Dr Tamilisai
Soundararajan said the
Constitution is the main
source of our country’s unity
and integrity.

“For more than seven
decades, despite many chal-
lenges,  the Indian
Constitution proved to be
supreme in protecting the
country's rock solid democra-
tic foundations,” she said.

The Governor was address-
ing Constitution Day celebra-
tions at the Raj Bhavan here
on Saturday. Dr Tamilisai
Soundararajan asked people
to understand the values and
ideals enshrined in our
Constitution in its true spir-
it and added that it guarantees
the rights of all and protects
the vulnerable.

“The acceptance and
adherence to Constitutional
values and respecting
Constitutional offices cannot

be selective,” she said.
The Governor stated that

we must show unquestion-
able loyalty to our
Constitution and
Constitutional offices in the
true spirit of our Constitution
and added that there must
not be any hesitation to show
that the Constitution is the
supreme.

“The ideals enshrined in
the Indian Constitution con-
tinue to guide us in the right
path to strive for the creation
of a more equal, equitable,
inclusive, progressive, pros-
perous, sustainable and self-
reliant India,” she said.

High Court Judge Justice
Abhinand Kumar Shavili,
who spoke on the occasion,
stated that duties must be
respected by a l l ,  whi le
enjoying rights. He empha-
sised the creation of better
awareness  ab out  the
Constitution among all sec-
tions of the people.

CM KCR conveys
Constitution Day greetings
PNS n HYDERABAD

On the  occas ion of
‘Constitution Day’ which is
observed on November 26,
when the Constitution of
India was approved, Chief
Minister K. Chandrasekhar
Rao congratulated the peo-
ple of Telangana and all
over the country.

The CMO released a state-
ment  at  9 :50  pm on
Saturday. The CM said that
the Constitution, drafted by
the great jewel of India, Dr
B.R. Ambedkar, treats all
citizens as equals, regardless
of caste, religion, class,
colour and region.

The CM said that the
Indian Constitution is the
first among written consti-
tutions of the world and
that it reflects the principle
of universal human equali-
ty.

“In order to strengthen
the federal spirit, Telangana

was formed as per Article 3
drafted by Ambedkar and
the state government is con-
tinuing to rule in the spirit
of Ambedkar,” he said.

He said that the state gov-
ernment paid a great tribute
by naming the Telangana
secretar iat  af ter  Dr
Ambedkar.

“A 125 feet high bronze
statue of Ambedkar is being
erected in Hyderabad,” the
CM said.

He said that the spirit of
the Constitution is in the
successful implementation
of schemes for the empow-
erment of SCs, STs, BCs
and minority groups, the
poor and the self-respect of
the  government  of
Telangana.

KCR reiterated that the
Telangana government is
committed to preserving the
unity of India with its many
regions, languages, religions
and cultural traditions.

PNS n HYDERABAD

TPCC Working President T.
Jagga Reddy said that Congress
leaders will achieve nothing by
joining the BJP. He said that
Congress is like an ocean. There
are no capable leaders in the TRS
and the BJP. So they are taking
those who are in the Congress.

Speaking to the media on
Saturday after inaugurating
the 16th Rajiv Gandhi Cricket
Tournament organized under
by the NSUI at the Chintal
HMT Ground in
Kuthbullapur, Jagga said that
the TRS and the BJP created
an election atmosphere
although Assembly elections
are a year away. He said the
TRS and the BJP are playing a
hide-and-seek game.

The Centre is playing games
with IT and ED raids and the
state government is playing
games with the police. This is of
no use to the people.

Cong leaders won’t
gain anything by
joining BJP: Jagga

World is looking...
Continued from page 1

Quoting Mahatma Gandhi, Modi
said the fundamental rights are
those responsibilities that should
be fulfilled by citizens with utmost
dedication and true integrity.

He termed the Amrit Kaal, the
journey of next 25 years to
emerge as a developed nation, as
'Kartavya Kaal' - an era of fulfill-
ing the fundamental duties.

"The Azadi Ka Amrit Kaal is
the time for duty towards the
country. Be it people or institu-
tions, our responsibilities are our
first priority," the prime minister
said, underlining that by walking
the path of one's duties, the
country can attain new heights of
development.

Modi also stressed on the
need to increase awareness about
the Constitution among the youth
for a better understanding of top-
ics such as equality and empow-
erment.

At the outset, Modi also
remembered the victims of the
26/11 Mumbai terror attacks that
took place in 2008 as India was
celebrating the adoption of the
Constitution.

The prime minister also
launched new initiatives under
the e-court project, which provide
services to litigants, lawyers and
the judiciary through information
and communication technology
enabled courts.

The initiatives launched by him
included 'virtual justice clock',
'JustIS' mobile app 2.0, digital
court and 'S3WaaS' websites.

The Constitution Day celebra-
tions were attended by Chief
Justice of India, D Y
Chandrachud, Law Minister
Kiren Rijiju, judges of the
Supreme Court, Attorney General
R Venkataramani, Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta and pres-
ident of the Supreme Court Bar
Association Vikas Singh.

Differing strategies

Not KTR, YSR gets more...
Continued from page 1

When contacted Sathish said,
“Nobody is funding me and
that’s not how TRS social
media works. We work volun-
tarily and are not paid. The
traction is high because I am
more reachable to people and
also responsible. I connect
with not only Telangana, but

with other states too in view of
our party’s decision to change
its name to BRS. People who
are working against the BJP are
connecting to my posts.”

However, the TRS is still in
denial mode and believes that
KTR has more traction as he has
3.7 million followers against
YSR with only 80K followers.

Highly placed sources said,

“It is a weak competitor analy-
sis. YSR’s traction is heavy
when it is anti-BJP. But how a
social media convenor tweets
vis-a-vis the Minister is differ-
ent. He has to balance between
governance, development ini-
tiatives and politics. In fact,
none of our competitors have
even 1/10th of the TRS reach
on Twitter.”

T-Hub reaches astral...
Continued from page 1

Under Chief Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao’s vision
and efforts put by the young
leader and state IT and
Industry minister KT Rama
Rao, the youth members in
the T – Hub , created by the
Telangana Government, are
creating miracles in many
fields with their talent. The
successful experiments of the
satellites conducted earlier

and today carried Telangana
glory into the space.

The Start-Up company
Skyroot Aero Space Private
Limited,  created and success-
fully launched India ‘s first
private rocket ‘ Vikram-S’
earlier. It is a Hyderabad T
Hub startup company devel-
oped with the encourage-
ment of Telangana
Government in collaboration
with Telangana Hardware
Incubator 'T Works'.

Lotus will bloom...
Continued from page 1

He said that not only the BJP
but the entire nation respects
Veer Savarkar.

Reacting to the allegations
of opposition parties that
China has been grabbing
Indian land, Amit Shah made
it clear that they will not allow
China to grab even an inch of
Indian land.

He said that Prime
Minister Modi has set a tar-
get to make India a developed
nation by 2047 and added
that although many of the
dignitaries attending the
summit will not be alive in
2047 work will go on regard-
ing that. Amit Shah made it
clear that there is no need for
doubts on implementing
CAA and that the Centre will
certainly implement it.

TS govt responsible...
Continued from page 1

Kishan countered KTR saying
that KTR’s statement shows that
only the Kalvakuntla family can
speak in this manner. He said that
Chief Minister K. Chandrasekhar
Rao is the reason for the delay of
many projects in Telangana.

Kishan said that Telangana has
been seeing the value of the
statements made by the
Kalvakuntla family including
KCR for the last eight years.
Telangana has also been seeing
how the Kalvakuntla family
spreads lies to hide their mistakes.

Kishan said that the project’s
estimation increased to Rs 1,122
crore and the State government
has to pay Rs 760 crore as its share,
but it paid only Rs 179 crore. He
said the Centre has already spent
Rs 790 crore on the project and
had sent letters four times on this

issue to KCR personally. But
there was no response, he said.

He said the KCR family must
make it clear to the people of
Hyderabad who is not cooperat-
ing to complete the MMTS
phase-II project.

It may be recalled that KTR
lashed out at the Centre while
inaugurating the Gachibowli
Shilpa Layout flyover on Friday
and said that the Centre is not
cooperating to complete the
MMTS phase-II project. He had
said that the TS government will
complete the project even is the
Centre does not give funds.

Meanwhile, the Centre has
decided to increase GATE exam
centres in Telangana. Union
Minister Kishan Reddy wrote a
letter to Union MHRD Minister
Dharmendra Pradhan to increase
the number of GATE Centres in
the State.

Guv delaying bills unconstitutional
Continued from page 1

To avoid this, the Governors are sitting over the Bills without any action.
This is happening in states where state governments are politically not
inclined with the Central government. The abnormal behaviour of
Governors with elected state governments is leading to open
confrontation between Governors and state governments which is an
unhealthy trend and a very disturbing sign. “We join the nation in
demanding that a timeframe should be included in Article 200 for giving
assent or withholding assent to Bills in the place of ‘as soon as possible.’
There is also an urgent need to examine the duties of Governors and it
should be modified where required,” Rohith Vakrala said.
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The Telangana NGOs’
Association and Telangana
Gazetted Officers’ Association
on Saturday demanded that
the Centre name the
Parliament Bhavan under con-
struction in Delhi after
Ambedkar.

Pledging their solidarity
with agitating several Dalit
organisations here, the two
association leaders paid rich
tributes to martyrs at the Gun
Park here prior to proceeding
to Delhi to take part in the
proposed Maha Dharna to be
staged at Ram Leela Grounds
on Nov 28.

Telangana  NGOs’
Association district presi-
dent Mujib demanded Modi,
who attributed his growth
from a chaiwala to that of
the PM of the country to the
ideals of Dr Ambedkar, to
name the Parliament Bhavan
after Ambedkar.

He recalled how Chief
Minister K Chandrashekhar
Rao named the new secre-

tariat after Ambedkar and
event sent a letter to the
Government suggesting it
to name the parliament
bhaan after the great leader.

All India Confederation of
SC and ST Organisations

state  co ordinator
Maheshwar Raj asked the
Centre to name Parliament
after Ambedkar as several
countries follow the consti-
tut ion authored  by
Ambedkar.

Modi urged to name Parliament
Bhavan after Ambedkar

MAK Projects’ Canadian Wood villa bags award
PNS n HYDERABAD

MAK Projects, an infrastruc-
ture and housing company
was conferred the ‘Sustainable
Project of the Year in India
Award’ at the World HRD
Congress held at Taj Lands
End, Mumbai, on Saturday.
The award is part of the
National Awards for
Leadership and ExcellenceTM.

The award was given in
recognition of the aesthetical-
ly designed, sustainable
Canadian wood villa built by
MAK Projects in collaboration
with Canadian Wood, a Crown
agency of the provincial gov-
ernment of British Columbia
(BC) at the BTR Greens in
Hyderabad.   

MAK Projects and Canadian
Wood joined hands to build the
sustainable villa made with
certified timber sourced from
sustainably managed forests
of BC in Canada at the BTR
Greens in Hyderabad.

The project was led by MAK

Projects with technical support,
training, and project manage-
ment inputs by the Forestry
Innovation Investment (FII),
better known as Canadian
Wood.

The sustainable Canadian
Wood villa is MAK’s maiden
sustainable venture. It is also
first of its kind in India and has
led to a lot of interest in the
government and among the
public.

The National Awards for
Leadership and ExcellenceTM,
started in the year 2014 recog-
nizes outstanding performance
in areas of Management,
Marketing, Leadership,
Operational Excellence and
Managerial Excellence.

The Awards also acknowl-
edge initiatives in “sectors and
industry segments” that need
great attention like Agriculture,
Aviation, Biotechnology, IT
Innovations, FutureTech and
Capability Management.

Forestry Innovation
Investment (FII) better known

as Canadian Wood is an agency
of the government of British
Columbia (B.C.), the western
province of Canada with a
mandate to promote its forest
products in international mar-
kets.

It focuses on promoting five
distinct wood species from

B.C. in India, namely S-P-F
(Spruce-Pine-Fir), Western
Hemlock, Douglas-fir, Yellow
cedar and Western red cedar.

These species have unique
properties making them suit-
able for a wide range of archi-
tectural and structural appli-
cations. Lumber from B.C. is

easily available across the coun-
try through a network of over
40 Canadian Wood Stockists in
23 towns, who stock different
species and grades popular in
the Indian market.

Please visit www.canadian-
wood.in o know more about
FII in India.

MAK Projects is an infra-
structure and housing compa-
ny that brings the group’s phi-
losophy to the real estate indus-
try by continuously raising the
performance bar and thereby
retaining its status as one of the
most reliable property devel-
opers in the country.

The company is on path of
sustained growth through its
expertise and process of fore-
casting opportunities in poten-
tial locations. The company’s
team of highly qualified pro-
fessionals with domain exper-
tise and years of experience in
property development ensures
quality projects are delivered
on time

MAK prides itself in work-
ing with the best architects,
structural engineers, contrac-
tors, and project managers to
bring projects to life adhering
to international standards. The
systems, infrastructure and
engineering employed by the
organization match interna-
tional best practices.

SCCL worker robbed
of Rs 50,000
PNS n HYDERABAD

An SCCL employees who
arrived here from Mancherial
on personal work was robbed
of Rs 50,000 from his bank
account suspected to be the
auto- rickshaw driver.

The employee was identi-
fied as Veera Pratap Singh,
who works in SCCL. He came
here and met his relatives at
the ESI hospital here in the
city. To catch a bus to his
Mancherial, he took an
autorickshaw in the early
hours of Wednesday, accord-
ing to late reports reaching
here on Saturday.

But, the auto-rickshaw dri-
ver who was supposed to take
him to the bus station made
him alight the three-wheeler
en route and left the place.
Once the auto left, he checked
for his mobile phone, but he
found it missing.

He searched for the three-
wheeler but in vain. Later, he
proceeded to ATM center to
withdraw money, but the bal-
ance was found to be zero.
When equired with the bank
officials, Veera Pratap was
shocked to know from bank
officials that someone had
withdrawn Rs 50,000 threw
UPI ID.

He boarded the auto at ESI
hospital in Erragadda around
4.30 am on Wednesday and
travelled sitting in the front
seat of the three-wheeler.
When the Auto reached
Punjagutta, the autodriver
made Veera Pratap get down
the threewheeler and pro-
ceeded towards Banjara Hills.
He searched for his mobile and
felt that he could have missed
it in his three wheeler. He
searched for the auto, but in
vain. Unable to do anything,
he left the city for Mancherial. 

Special campaign on
to enrol voters in TS

PNS n HYDERABAD

The first of the two-day spe-
cial campaign as part of SSR
is being held in Telangana on
November 26 and 27 in all
polling stations, Chief
Electoral Officer (CEO)
Vikas Raj said on Saturday.

Around 34,891 polling
stations in the State and
Booth Level Officers (BLOs)
are participating in the drive
with 6, 6A, 7, 8, and 6B
application forms.

Booth Level Officers
(BLOs) will be available at
polling booths on both days
from 10 am, he said. The
second special campaign will
be conducted on December
3 and 4.

He said that around
50,000 applications were
received throughout the state

on day 1 of the special cam-
paign as a result of intense
SVEEP activities.

As part of the special
campaign, there is special
emphasis on enrolling all
first time voters, PWDs and
transgenders.

The CEO said that all 33
districts in the State are fully
geared for the enrolment
drive and that enrolment is
going on briskly. The DEOs
and EROs are closely super-
vising the operation.

The CEO visited some
polling stations in the
GHMC area and the joint
CEO visited some polling
stations in Mulug and
Bhupalpally districts and
interacted with some BLOs
to ensure that all proce-
dures are conducted
smoothly.

He said that in around
1,700 colleges Election
Literacy Clubs (ELCs) have
been formed and campus
ambassadors have been
identified to help enrol those
who will turn 18 in 2023.

In all districts E-roll
observers have been
appointed by the ECI for
supervising the SSR.

All EROs and AEROs
have visited polling stations
in their area to ensure that
the special campaign is done
in a befitting manner.

Finally, the CEO request-
ed all electors who have not
been enrolled to get enrolled
as part during the SSR by
visiting www.nvsp.in or their
BLOs at their polling stations
on the special campaign
dates, that is, November 27
and December 3 and 4.

Autorickshaw

driver commits

suicide

PNS n HYDERABAD

An alcohol addict allegedly
committed suicide at his res-
idence in Papireddy Colony
in Chandanagar, the police
said on Saturday.

He was identified as Gopal,
an autorickshaw driver. He
along with wife Gayatri and
two children was living in
Papireddy Colony.

As he was addicted to alco-
hol, quarrel between him
and his wife became a regu-
lar feature. Unable to bear
with this, Gayatri left the city
along with children for her
mother’s homes.

Peeved at this, Gopal com-
mitted suicide at his home.
His body was found hanging
from the roof of his house.

Body was sent to Gandhi
Hospital for post-mortem.

The Chanda Nagar police
are investigating the case.

Talasani switches on two scan
machines in Gandhi Hospital

Talasani assures
apartment dwellers
of CC road soon
PNS n HYDERABAD

Animal Husbandry Minister
Talasani Srinivas Yadav on
Saturday said that chief Minister
K Chandrashekhar Rao is striv-
ing hard to resolve problems of
all sections of society raising
above narrow political affiliations.

He was participating as
the chief guest in the Civitas
Apartment dwellers’ meeting
held in Sanat Nagar. He
appealed to the youth to reg-
ister their names as voters. He
assured the gathering that the
CC Road works to the apart-
ment complex from Sanat
Nagar main road would
commence soon. He asked
the police authorities to take
steps to install CCTV cam-
eras in the colony.

The minister said that Rs
100 crore has been sanc-
tioned for road widening
works from Sanat Nagar
industrial area to Bala Nagar
Circle. Corporator Kolan
Lakshmi Balreddy, GHMC
Zonal Commissioner Ravi
Kiran, DC Mohan Reddy,
EE, Indira, Horticulture Dy
Director Srinivas.
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Kukatpa l ly  l eg is lator
Madhavaram Krishna Rao
on Saturday distributed
Kalyana Lakshmi and
Shadi Mubarak cheques
among beneficiaries of
the scheme at a pro-
gramme held at his camp
office. 

He questioned the BJP
whether such schemes are
prevalent in any of the
BJP-ruled states. He dis-
tributed cheques among
86 beneficiaries and had
community lunch with
them. 

So far, 16,000 were ben-
efited under the scheme
in his constituency. Chief
Minis ter  K

Chandrashekhar Rao is
the only CM in the coun-
try to gift Rs 1,00,116 to
poor girls towards their
marriage expenses. 

He asked the BJP to
stop spreadinglies and
focus on development and
dared it to compete with
Telangana in terms of
development. 

He called for BJP lead-
ers inspecting the wel-
fare and development
schemes implementation
in BJP ruled states and
also in Telangana state
for a comparative study. 

He thanked the CM
KCR for developing the
state with the help of his
welfare and development
schemes. 

MLA distributes Kalyana
Lakshmi cheques among

86 beneficiaries
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The Domakonda Fort pro-
jec t  of  Kamareddy in
Telangana has been con-
ferred  the  UNESCO
Asia–Paci f ic  Award for
Cultura l  Her itage
Conservation – Award of
Merit for 2022.

Thirteen projects from six
countries were selected by
UNESCO from a total of 287
entries received this year.

The UNESCO representa-
tive at the awards ceremony
said that the Domakonda
Fort is a private initiative
that has successfully restored
cultural space for the com-
munity, and the project has
generated appreciation for
creating community pride.

The conservation project
of Domakonda Fort was
supervised by Conservation
Architect  Ms Anuradha
Naik, B.Arch. (Hons.), M.
Arch., RIBA, RIAS, FRSA,
FRAS.

The project is a private
initiative undertaken by
Anil Kamineni, one of the
des cendants  of  t he
D omakonda  Samast han

fami ly,  and  h i s  wi fe
Shobana, with permissions
from the Archeologica l
Department.

Anuradha commenced

work at the Domakonda Fort
in 2011 and completed most
of the work by 2022. Local
craftsmen were trained to a
high level of proficiency and
locally sourced material was
used to a great extent.

Anuradha said, “The last
decade charted a challeng-
ing but very worthwhile
journey, and this recogni-
tion by UNESCO is inspi-
rational.”

Conservation is an ongo-
ing process which was start-
ed a few decades ago by my
father K. Umapathy. There is
still work to be done,” Anil
Kamineni said.

“The process is sustain-
able with linkages between
arts, crafts and culture,
which is being promoted
through our Domakonda
For t  and Vi l lage
Development Trust,” said
Shobana Kamineni.

For more information
please contact 9959154371
or 9963980259.

UNESCO award for Domakonda
Fort conservation project

Pledging their solidarity with agitating several Dalit
organisations here, the two association leaders paid
rich tributes to martyrs at the Gun Park here prior to
proceeding to Delhi to take part in the proposed Maha
Dharna to be staged at Ram Leela Grounds on Nov 28.
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Finance and Health Minister
Harish Rao virtually launched 56
TIFFA (Targeted Imaging for
Foetal Anomalies) scanning
machines in 44 government hos-
pitals across the state along with
Home Minister Mahmood Ali
Health Secretary Rizvi, Family
Health Welfare Department
Commissioner Swetha Mohanty.
Harish said that it is a revolu-
tionary change in Maternity care.
Harish said,

“With the efforts of the med-
ical staff, TIFFA were established
in the hospitals within two
months. They worked with the
aim of providing free scanning
services to pregnant women for
regular monitoring”. (Targeted
Imaging for Fetal Anomalies
Scan) helps in detecting defects in
the unborn child while still in the
womb. There are already 155 ultra
sound scanning machines in gov-
ernment hospitals. An average of
11,000 to 12,000 tests are con-
ducted per month.

However, only TIFFA scan
can detect such things. Harish
said, “We have setup 56 TIFFA
missions with Rs20 crore. We have
already given special training to
radiologists and gynecologists
for this. TiFfa scan in private Rs.
2000-3000 are being charged.
From now on, this financial bur-
den will be completely off the
poor. An average of 20,000 preg-
nant women can avail these ser-
vices free of charge every month”.

Pregnant women should get
this TIFFA scan between 18 and
22 weeks. Only specialist radiol-
ogists or gynecologists do this

scan. Every organ from the
baby&#39;s head to toe is scanned
as part of this. This will take at least
20-30 minutes. The position of the
baby in the womb, the area of the
uterus or placenta, and the status
of the amniotic fluid are identified.

According to international
reports, according to medical
experts, 7% of babies are likely to
have defects. That means seven
out of every 100 births will have
some health problem. Marriages
among relatives, genetic disorders,
late pregnancy, physical and men-
tal problems may cause issues and
Such defects can be detected ear-

lier with a TIFA scan. Internal
organs like heart, lungs, eyelids,
lips, fingers, ears, eyes, nose, etc.
are scanned in the form of 3D and
4D imaging. Any defects in the
organs such as eclipse, hole in the
heart, crooked legs, arms, verte-
brae are revealed.In some cases,
surgery may be required after
birth.

Early detection can save lives by
having pediatric surgeons avail-
able at the time of delivery. The
condition of the uterus and umbil-
ical cord can determine whether
a normal delivery is possible or
whether a caesarean section is
required. “The government is
taking steps to protect the moth-
er and child. Before the advent of
Telangana, maternity services
were available only in some med-
ical colleges and some district hos-
pitals. Except in a few places, spe-
cial maternity care centers have
not been set up.But along with set-
ting up hospitals, the Telangana
government has made all the tests
available in government hospitals
without the need for pregnant

women to go to private hospitals
for tests. Already 57 types of tests
including anemia, thyroid and
radiology services have been
started through T Diagnostic
Centers. TifFa scanning has also
been made available to pregnant
women for free from now”, Harish
said.

Harish said that The govern-
ment is implementing a three-
pronged strategy for maternal
and child care. “A three-tiered
system was introduced in the
humanitarian sense to lay a
strong foundation for a healthy
society namely Antenatal services
(ANC, 102 maternal lap vehi-
cles), Services during delivery
(delivery rooms, MCH centers,
ICU, SNCU) and Post-natal ser-
vices (102 vehicles, KCR kits,
child immunization) ANC
checkups. Pregnant women
enrolled in the KCR kit must
undergo ANC checkups four
times. As a part of this, while
ultra sound scanning is current-
ly being done, TIFFA scan will be
done free of charge from now on”.

Minister for
Health
T Harish Rao
launching
TIFFA
scanning
machines
virtually in
Hyderabad
on Saturday

56 foetal scanning machines for 44 hospitals

PNS n HYDERABAD

Education Minister P. Sabita
Indra Reddy said that school
security is not limited to facil-
ities and physical security but
needs to be looked at from a
wider perspective.

“Children need to be given
opportunities to live with dig-
nity and get education in a safe
environment,” she said.

A meeting was held on
Saturday at the Marri Chenna
Reddy Human Resource
Development Centre in the
city to discuss measures need-
ed to ensure the safety and
security of students.

Speaking on the occasion, the
minister said that since children
spend most of their time in
schools, there is a need to make
the school environment, includ-
ing its surroundings, comfort-
able, safe and protective.

The minister noted that
keeping schools safe will help

foster children's social and
creative learning. She said that
if there is a sense of insecuri-
ty among students, there is a
possibility of them losing due
to lack of focus on education.

“At present, many precau-
tions are being taken in schools,
but there is a need to provide
more security,” she said. She
said the Telangana govern-
ment gives the highest priori-
ty to education and will take
more care in future of students.

The Minister suggested that
parents should create an envi-
ronment where they can send
their children to school freely
and special measures should
be taken to build the self-con-
fidence of parents.

She said the Telangana gov-
ernment, understanding the
mental condition of the par-
ents of students studying in
schools, has set up a special
committee to initiate security
measures. 

Security paramount in
schools: Edu Minister

PNS n HYDERABAD

The credit for bringing revolu-
tionary changes in government
health services goes to Chief
Minister K Chandrashekhar Rao
and the TRS government in the
state, according to Animal
Husbandry Minister Talasani
Srinivas Yadav.

Speaking after switching on
two tiffa scan machines installed
in Gandhi Hospital on Saturday,
the minister said that the
machine is helpful in knowing
the health condition of the foe-
tus. Private hospitals have been
charging Rs 3000 and Rs 5000 for
each Tiffa scan, he said adding
that the scans are conducted free
of cost in Government hospitals.

He said that 56 Tiffa scan
machines have been procured at
a cost of Rs 20 crore and installed
in various government hospitals
across the state on a single day
on Saturday.  The machines
help detect the lacunae in devel-

opment of the limbs of the foe-
tus so that remedial measures
can be taken.

In new state of Telangana,
most modern medical equip-
ment worth Rs hundreds of
crores was procured and intro-
duced in hospital. With avail-
ability of equipment, the gov-
ernment hospitals attracting
more and more patients, he

said.  Gandhi hospital offers
many medical and health ameni-
ties on a par with corporate hos-
pitals, he said. A Cath Lab was
started in Gandhi hospital to
detect cardiac problems. Besides
it, a CT scan, MRI scan have
been introduced in the hospital.
Gandhi Hospital has been devel-
oped as a facility for providing all
types of treatments.

Minister for Animal Husbandry Talasani Srinivas Yadav inauguring tiff scan at
Gandhi Hospital on Saurday
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PNS n NAGARKURNOOL

Additional Collector Mothilal
on Saturday visited polling
booths at Pedda Muddunuru,
Chandupatla and Chandrakal
polling booths in
Nagarkurnool and
Peddakottapalli mandals and
inspected the voter registration
campaign under way on
Saturday and Sunday. He
appealed to youth who are 18
years and above to register their
name as voters making use of
the constitutional facility.

He interacted with the
Booth Level Officers (BLOs)
and enquired about the
progress. In connection with
observing the Constitutional
Day at the Peddamuddanuru
Government High School, he
administered pledge to the
students and garlanded por-
trait of Dr Ambedkar and
paid rich tributes to them.

He gave credit to the Indian
Constitution for smooth con-

duct of elections in the coun-
try which has the largest voter
base. He said that every one
should remember the services
of Dr Ambedkar to the nation
and appreciate the greatness of
the architect of the
Constitution. His contribu-
tion to the nation is helping the
country prosper. It is the duty

of one and all to safeguard the
constitutional values and
rights. School head master
Rajaiah, students, teachers and
others were present.

Later, he visited the paddy
procurement center at
Chandrakal and interacted
with farmers who brought
paddy there.

PNS n HYDERABAD

CLP leader Mallu Bhatti
Vikramarka said that the TRS
and the BJP are destroying the
Constitution.

Bhatti slammed Prime
Minister Modi for going
against the Constitution and
curbing the right to free
speech. The Modi govern-
ment is suppressing the oppo-
sition using the CBI, the ED
and IT raids, he said.

The BJP is trying to imple-
ment ‘Manuvadam’ in the
nation by changing the
Constitution. Bhatti said that
only the Congress can protect
the Constitution. Protecting
the Constitution is nothing
but protecting the nation, he
said.

Addressing Constitution
Day celebrations held under
the chairmanship of TPCC
Working President B. Mahesh
Kumar Goud at the Indira

Bhavan on Saturday in which
AICC Secretary Bose Raju,
former PCC presidents V.
Hanumantha Rao and
Ponnala Laxmaiah, TPCC
Senior Vice-President Mallu
Ravi and others participated,
Bhatti Vikramarka said that
the conspiracy of the BJP and

the TRS to change the
Constitution should be
defeated.

Bhatti said the BJP has
been encouraging economic
imbalance in the country.
The Modi government is
‘handing over’ the ‘assets’ of
the nation to one or two

companies to ensure that
there is no economic equali-
ty.

He said that businessman
Adani became world’s num-
ber two richest man during
the BJP’s eight-year rule as
Modi ‘handed over’  the
nation’s ‘assets’ to Adani.

MUNUGODE BY-POLL

TRS, BJP leaders claim
to have made impact
NS RAO

n WARANGAL

The TRS and BJP leaders
and activists, who were
deployed in the Munugode
Assembly constituency dur-
ing the by-poll, expressed
the opinion that they were
able to carve a niche for
themselves. 

The leaders of the two
parties claimed that they
were able to secure a major-
ity for their respective par-
ties in the areas in which
they were asked to cam-
paign. TRS party leaders
from the Mahabubabad told
this reporters that they cam-
paigned and were able to
ensure  that  the  people
belonging to the Scheduled
Tribes voted for the ruling
party.

Minis ter  for  Tr iba l

Welfare Satayvathi Rathod
campaigned in Porlagadda
Thanda. The TRS secured
more votes than the BJP. 

In Pallagutta Thanda for
which Mahabubnad MLA
Shankar Naik campaign, the
TRS secured 151 votes
major ity. The
Mahabubabad MP Maloth
Kavitha was given task of
campaign in Mushtipally
and Rajan Thandas. The
TRS lagged behind the
Congress by 270 votes in the
last Assembly elections in
the areas. But, in the by-poll
TRS leaders were able to
secure 489 votes majority in
the area. The TRS cadre
worked under the leadership
Kavitha.

The Palivela village in the
Munugode Assembly seg-
ment attracted the atten-
tion of political parties since

the two key leaders from
TRS and BJP acted as an in-
charge and participated in
by-poll campaigning.

TRS party MLC Palla
Rajeshwar Reddy and BJP
Huzurabad ML A Eta la
Rajendar campaigned in the
vi l lage.  R ajender’s  wife
Jamuna hailed from the vil-
lage. The BJP was able to got
400 votes more than the
TRS and thus gave a jolt to
the TRS.

Narasampet MLA Peddi
Sudharshan Reddy, who was
in-charge in Kistapuram
and Epparthi villages, the
TRS got 187 votes more
than BJP. Aroori Ramesh,
TRS leader  f rom
Wardhannapet Assembly
segment,  was made in-
charge for 4 and 5 wards in
Chandur, the TRS got a
majority of 350 votes.

Constitution is under threat
from BJP, says Gangula
PNS n KARIMNAGAR

The Indian Constitution is
the greatest Constitution in the
world, said Minister for Civil
Supplies Gangula Kamalakar
on Saturday.

Speaking at a meeting,
organised on the occasion of
the Constitution Day celebra-
tions, the Minister cautioned
the people that the
Constitution was now under a
threat from the BJP. He paid
floral tributes at the statue of
Dr B R Ambedkar, the archi-
tect of Indian Constitution.
Speaking on the occasion,
Kamalakar said that the BJP
kept attacking the Constitution
every day and weakening the
autonomous institutions.
‘Democracy was murdered
under the BJP rule,’ he said and
added that the saffron party
had pulled down elected gov-
ernments in several States. He
gave a call to the people to
reject BJP lock, stock and bar-
rel. He stressed the need to

drive the BJP out of power to
protect democracy in the
country.

The Minister called upon
the people to fight unitedly to
protect the Constitution which
provide protection to every
citizen. The Constitute
Assembly under the leadership
of Dr Ambedkar took two

years, eleven months and sev-
enteen days to draft the
Constitution for Independent
India, he said. The
Constitution asserted that
India is a secular State. City
Mayor Sunil Rao and TRS
leaders Challa Harisankar,
Medi Mahesh and others were
present.

Minister for Civil Supplies Gangula Kamalakar paying tributes at Dr B R Ambedkar
statue in Karimnagar on Saturday 

TRS, BJP wrecking
Constitution: Mallu Bhatti

Additional Collector
inspects polling booths

Nagarkurnool Additional Collector Mothitala inspecting a polling station in
Nagarkurnool on Saturday

PNS n NAGARKURNOOL

Agriculture Minister S Niranjan
Reddy has said that Dr
Ambedkar strived for the uplift
of Dalits, while Chief Minister
K Chandrashekar Rao intro-
duced Dalit Bandhu now to
enable Dalits lead a dignified life.

He was taking part in a string
of development programmes
in Charakonda mandal in
Atchampet Assembly con-
stituency on Saturday along
with MLA Guvvala Balaraju
and MP P Ramulu,
Kalwakurthy MLA Jaipal Yadav,
Zilla Parishad vice-chairman
Balaji Singh.

Earlier, he garlanded the stat-
ue of Dr Ambedkar on the occa-
sion of the Constitution Day and
paid rich tributes to Dr
Ambedkar He inaugurated Rytu
Vedia built at a cost of Rs 22 lakh
and later inaugurated the
Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalaya Building built at a cost
of Rs 3.32 crore.

Addressing students, the
Minister said that he would pre-
fer to study in residential schools
in Telangana provided the

Almighty gives him an oppor-
tunity to do so. In the new state
of Telangana, KCR established
many residential schools.
Government whip, Guvvala
Balaraju assured to give Rs 15
lakh for construction of com-
pound wall to the new KGBV.

Later, Niranjan Reddy distrib-
uted 112 cars, 139 tractors, 18
goods carriers sanctioned for
269 beneficiaries under Dalit
Bandhu at a cost of Rs 27 crore.

Dalit Bandhu scheme was the
brain child of KCR and the
scheme would help Dalits lead
life with self-respect. The
people are confident of KCR
implementing the scheme across
the country. The TRS govern-
ment works for wriggling out
every family from poverty, he
said.

Over 65 lakh farmers benefit-
ed in nine phases of Rytu
Bandhu scheme. Of the total

farmers, 8.54 lakh are SC farm-
ers, 8.23 lakh are ST farmers,
34.81 lakh are BC farmers and
13 lakh are farmers belonging to
unreserved category.

Balaraju described KCR as the
benefactor of SCs, STs and BCs.
He hoped that KCR would soon
implement Girijana Bandhu
and BC Bandhu. He said that
Dalits should be greatly indebt-
ed to KCR. He thanked the
CM for choosing Charakonda

mandal for implementing a
pilot project.

The MP P Ramulu described
KCR as the benefactor of the
poor of all sections of society.
The Dalit Bandhu is imple-
mented with 100 per cent gov-
ernment funds. KCR is the only
leader who works sincerely for
the good of the poor. The
schemes like Kalyana Lakshmi
and Shadi Mubarak set an
example for the whole country
to emulate, he said.

He appealed to Dalits to
make good use of the scheme
and grow. All dalits in the
mandal would be provided
with units worth Rs 70.10
crore. Kalwakurthy MLA
Jaipal Yadav wanted the Dalits
to start diversified units under
Dalit Bandhu. ZP Vice
Chairman Balaji Singh spoke.
Additional Collector Motilal,
ED SC Corporation Ram Lal,
Charakonda MPP Nirmala and
village sarpanch Vijayender
Goud, district officials, benefi-
ciaries and sarpanches of var-
ious villages, people and elect-
ed people’s representatives and
others spoke.

Minister for Agriculture S Niranjan Reddy speaking at a meeting in Nagarkurnool on Saturday

PNS nWARAMGAL

District Collector Rajiveevgandhi
Hanumanthu appealed to youth
who are 18 years and above to
register their names as voters.

He inspected polling booths at
Pingali College and Girls’ High
Schools in Kazipet on Saturday
where special voter registration
campaign is under way.

Asking the BLOs to identify
young voters under the limits of
the polling booths, he told them
to identify youth who are 18 years
and above and physically chal-
lenged and transgenders. He
asked the BLOs to undertake
door-to-door survey to sensitise
voters and remove the names of
the dead from the list. He direct-
ed BLOs, election personnel and
others to be present in the
polling booths.

Before rushing for publication
of the final list of voters, the offi-
cials should cross check photos,
names and other details.
Similarly, the names of VIPs,

elected people’s representatives,
should be checked again to
ensure accuracy. Removal of
names in the list of voters should
be done as per the EC rules. After
subjecting Form-7 thoroughly
the BLOs should ascertain
whether the individuals perma-
nently relocated to other places.

He asked the BLOs to furnish
details of names registered in

each polling booth and names
removed from the list to the rep-
resentatives of political parties.
Duplication of voters’ names,
logical errors, demographic
errors should be checked thor-
oughly and rectified, he said.
District Revenue Officer Vasu
Chandra, Tahsildar Kiran
Kumar, booth level officials
were present.

Collector monitors voter
registration campaign

Hanamkonda Collector Rajeevgandhi Hanumanthu interacting with booth level
officers in Hanamkonda on Saturday

Harish criticised for not attending FM’s pre-budget meet
PNS n HYDERABAD

Former minister and BJP
national executive committee
member Eatala Rajender ques-
tioned the absence of Finance
Minister T Harish Rao at the
pre-budget meeting convened
by the Central government.
The Centre invited Finance
Ministers of all States.

But the Telangana Finance
Minister was absent and called
it as ‘irresponsible.’ Speaking
at a media conference,
Rajender said that the State
government was trying to mis-
lead the people. The State was
pushed into debts. “Chief
Minister K Chandrashekar Rao
cannot escape his responsibil-
ity.”

He alleged that there is a tra-

dition of holding review meet-
ings with all departments
before introducing the budget,
be it the Central government or
the State government. The

Central government also holds
a meeting with the Finance
Ministers of the States and the
secretaries of the Finance
Departments and prepares the

budget allocations and expens-
es of the previous year. He
alleged that KCR destroyed the
traditions.

The TRS leaders have been
noise and criticising the Centre
for cutting short the borrowing
limit to Rs 39,000 crore from
Rs 54,000 crore. It meant that
the State resources dropped by
Rs 15,000 crore.

Rajender said that the
Statistics Department had
given a report that the inflation
rate has increased by 8.75% in
Telangana State. The Chief
Minister who said that
Telangana is the number one in
the country should feel
ashamed that Telangana has
become the number one in
price rise and troubling the
people.

PNS n BHUPALAPALLY

District Collector Bhavesh
Misra has asked the Booth
Level Officers to ensure that
the voters’ list is free from
errors and asked them to
scrupulously follow EC rules.

He visited the polling sta-
tions set up at the local ZP
High School as part of the
voter registration campaign
held on Saturday.

He gave directions on the
policies to be followed to
register as voters and details
of Garuda mobile application.

He asked the BLOs to

respond on the online appli-
cations to register as voters
and visit the places at the field
level before registering the
names in the list.

He asked the BLOs to
cross-check names, photos
and other details once or
twice before rushing the final
list of voters to the press. He
asked them to check details of
VIPs, elected people’s repre-
sentatives and other impor-
tant people listed under each
polling booth.

Removal of names from the
list of voters should be carried
out as per the rules of the EC.

BJP MLA Eatala Rajender meeting with Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan in
Hyderabad on Saturday

K VENKATESHWARLU

n HYDERABAD

A discussion among the
Telangana Congress leaders
particularly among the senior
leaders has been going on as to
why the High Command takes
light of leaders quitting from
the Party in the state. However,
this discussion has been inten-
sified after NDMA former vice-
president and former Minister
Marri Shashidhar Reddy left
the party. They were also dis-
cussing with each other why
the party high command is not
taking any measures to stop the
desertion of the leaders from
the party.

It is learnt that about 10
Congress leaders are in touch
with the BJP and 5 among them
may quit the Congress party
anytime. The leaders were in
discussion as to why the party
high command did not take
damage control measures like
discussing with the leaders
who were in touch with the BJP.
“Why the High Command not
giving any directions to the
State party leadership even
though the leaders are quitting
the party one after the other? Is
the high command intention-
ally maintaining the silence
on desertions as the senior
leaders are quitting the party?
Why does the party high com-

mand only concentrate on
states like Rajasthan and why
not Telangana affairs? Why is
the party not serious about the
leaders, who have long associ-
ation with the party, are quit-
ting?”, the leaders are question-
ing each other, who have no
facility to get the appointment
of the party high command.

On the other hand, the
senior leaders of Telangana
Congress were in shock with
the desertion of Marri
Shashidhar Reddy, who has
long association with the party
and with the senior leaders, and
joining BJP. Senior leaders like
TPCC Disciplinary Action
Committee member Shyam

Mohan found fault with the
expulsion of Marri Shashidhar
Reddy immediately after Marri
Shashidhar Reddy meeting
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah instead of giving time.
The senior leaders were in a
feeling that they would have
tried to convince Marri
Shashidhar Reddy if not
expelled from the Party.

However, one of the Party
leaders on condition of
anonymity said that there was
no full time AICC president all
these days. The new AICC
president Mallikarjuna Kharge
was not happy with the deser-
tion of Marri Shashidhar
Reddy. 

‘Why the High Command makes light
of leaders quitting the Cong  party?’

Bhupalapally Collector Bhavesh Mishra interacting with youth during a visit to
polling station in Bhupalapally on Saturday

BLOs asked to ensure final
list of voters free from errors

PNS n HYDERABAD

Balladeer Gaddar said that
what happened to notorious
dictators will happen to Chief
Minister K. Chandrasekhar
Rao too.

Speaking to the media on
Saturday, Gaddar said that
politicians usually financial
promises, but KCR made
political promises.

Gaddar urged KCR to
understand people's thoughts
first. He said that KCR should
explain why the Constitution
should be changed.

He reminded KCR that he
had made many political
promises to Dalits during the
Telangana movement includ-
ing making a Dalit the first
CM of Telangana. He asked
why KCR did not implement
his promise to make a Dalit
the Chief Minister.

He demanded that KCR
should explain why he intro-
duced the Dalit Bandu
scheme after keeping aside
the promise to give three
acres to Dalits.

‘KCR will face
fate of all
dictators’

‘TS govt committed to welfare of Dalits’
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PNS n NEW DELHI

A Delhi Court on Saturday sent Aaftab
Amin Poonawala, accused of killing his
live-in partner and chopping her body
into 35 pieces in south Delhi's Mehrauli,
to judicial custody for 13 days, police
said.

Police have initiated the legal process
for production of the accused for fur-
ther proceedings in the polygraph test,
Special Commissioner of Police (Law
and Order, Zone II) Sagar Preet Hooda

said.
Poonawala allegedly strangled his

live-in partner Shraddha Walkar, 27,
and sawed her body into 35 pieces,
which he kept in a 300-litre fridge for
almost three weeks at his Mehrauli res-
idence, before dumping those across the
city over several days.

The polygraph test on Poonawala
went on for nearly three hours on
Friday at the Forensic Science
Laboratory here. Poonawala reached the
FSL at Rohini here for his third session

of the polygraph test at 4 pm and left
after 6:30 pm, police said.

Poonawala's four-day police remand
expired on Saturday.

The accused was arrested on

November 12 and sent to five-day police
custody which was further extended for
another five days on November 17.

On Tuesday, he was sent to four more
days of police custody.

The Delhi Police had seized five
knives from Poonawala's flat and sent
them to FSL to ascertain if they were
used in the crime.

Police had earlier said the saw
allegedly used by Poonawala to cut his
live-in partner Shraddha Walkar's body
is yet to be recovered.

Poonawala sent to 13-day judicial custody

PNS n NEW DELHI

The government expects
"good" production of agricul-
ture crops in the ongoing rabi
(winter-sown) season on the
back of higher sowing area and
favourable soil moisture con-
dition, Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar said on
Saturday.

Tomar held a meeting with
senior officials of the ministry
to take stock of the rabi crops
position, according to an offi-
cial statement.

He highlighted that sowing
area in rabi season is up 24.13
lakh hectares so far as com-
pared with the year-ago peri-
od.

Tomar expressed satisfac-
tion that area coverage report-
ed under wheat is 152.88 lakh
hectares so far as compared to
138.35 lakh hectares in the cor-
responding period of last year

"For wheat, there is an
increase in area coverage by
14.53 lakh hectares over last
year and this has been the
highest ever since last four
years," the statement said.

As on November 25, total
area sown under rabi crops
reported was 358.59 lakh
hectares (which is 57 per cent
of the normal rabi area) as
compared to 334.46 lakh
hectares of the corresponding
period of last year. Thus, rabi
area coverage has increased by

24.13 lakh hectares over last
year.

"Tomar hoped that with
favourable soil moisture con-
dition, better live water storage
position and comfortable avail-
ability of fertilisers across the
country, rabi crops area cover-
age is expected to accelerate
further in the coming days and
a good rabi harvest can be
expected," the statement said.

Sowing of wheat, the main
rabi crop, begins in October
and harvesting starts in March-
April. Besides wheat, gram
and mustard are other major
crops grown during the rabi
season of the 2022-23 crop year
(July-June).

According to the latest data,
higher area under wheat has
been reported from Madhya
Pradesh (6.40 lakh ha),
Rajasthan (5.67 lakh ha),
Punjab (1.55 lakh ha), Bihar

(1.05 lakh ha), Gujarat (0.78
lakh ha), Jammu & Kashmir
(0.74 lakh ha), and Uttar
Pradesh (0.70 lakh ha).

Area sown to oilseeds
increased by 13.58 per cent at
75.77 lakh hectares till
November 25 of this rabi sea-
son, as against 66.71 lakh
hectares in the year-ago peri-
od. Out of this, mustard has
been sown in 70.89 lakh
hectares as against 61.96 lakh
hectares in the said period.

In case of pulses, the cover-
age was slightly lower at 94.26
lakh hectares as against 94.37
lakh hectares in the said peri-
od.

Coarse cereals were sown in
26.54 lakh hectares as against
26.70 lakh hectares, while rice
in 9.14 lakh hectares as against
8.33 lakh hectares in the said
period, the data showed.

Present live water storage in

143 important reservoirs across
the country is 149.49 Billion
Cubic Meter (week ending
24th November, 2022) which is
106 per cent of the corre-
sponding period of last year
and 119 per cent of average
storage of last 10 years of the
corresponding period.

Soil moisture condition dur-
ing 15-21 November, 2022 is
more than the average of the
past 7 years of the correspond-
ing period in most of the dis-
tricts. Availability of fertilizers
against requirement for rabi
season is also comfortable
across the country, the ministry
said.

India's foodgrains (rice,
wheat, pulses and coarse cere-
als) production stood at 315.72
million tonnes in the 2021-22
crop year (July-June), of which
nearly 160 million tonnes were
in rabi season.

Govt expects good crop
production in Rabi season

PNS n NEW DELHI

Accusing Prime Minister
Narendra Modi of "hypocrisy", the
Congress on Saturday alleged
that the "ideological fountain-
heads" of the BJP had nothing to
do in the making of the
Constitution and he decided to
mark Nov 26 as Constitution Day
as he "desperately" wanted to
show respect to the document.The
Opposition party's attack came
hours after Prime Minister Modi
addressed Constitution Day cel-
ebrations at the Supreme Court.
"The draft Constitution was adopt-
ed by Constituent Assembly on
26.11.1949. Constituent Assembly
decided it would come into force
from 26.01.1950 which is since cel-
ebrated as Republic Day,"
Congress general secretary in-
charge communications Jairam
Ramesh said in a tweet.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Law Minister Kiren Rijiju on
Saturday said the government
is doing everything possible to
strengthen the judicial system
and have a "very close, cordial
relationship" with the judicia-
ry.

The remarks come close on
the heels of the minister attack-
ing the collegium system of
appointment of judges and
describing it as something alien
to the Constitution.

Addressing the
Constitution Day
event at the
Supreme Court in
the presence of
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi
and Chief Justice of
India (CJI) D Y
C h a n d r a c hu d ,
Rijiju said, "We
work as a team
from the govern-
ment's side under the visionary
leadership of the prime minis-
ter."

"We are doing everything
possible to strengthen the
Indian judicial system and also
to have a very close, cordial rela-
tionship with the Indian judi-
ciary," he said.

Rijiju said he is fortunate to
have shared a very cordial rela-
tionship with the previous two
CJIs N V Ramana and U U
Lalit, and incumbent
Chandrachud as well as the

judges of the Supreme Court
and high courts.

"...we have shared very cor-
dial relationship and identified
those issues which we have to
deal with collectively," he said.

Addressing the gathering,
the minister said in a country
as large as India, the "last-mile
delivery" of justice remains
critically challenged.

New solutions, he said, have
to be generated, integrated and
interoperated across various

available legal plat-
forms to actualise
the last mile delivery
of legal services.

In a vast country
such as India where
65 per cent of the
population still lives
in rural areas and
where regional and
local languages are
the medium of
understanding in
most states, language

becomes one of the perceived
barriers in ensuring universal
access to justice, he observed.

Rijiju said legal material and
legal terminology are not avail-
able in a language understand-
able by the common people.

He reminded that the prime
minister had on multiple occa-
sions highlighted the need to
encourage local languages in
courts to increase the confi-
dence of people in the judicial
system and to make them feel
connected to it.

Govt doing everything possible to
strengthen judicial system: Rijiju

Arvind Kejriwal says he,
AAP are ‘hardcore honest'

DELHI EXCISE POLICY CASE 

PNS n NEW DELHI

With his deputy Manish
Sisodia's name not finding a
mention in the CBI charge
sheet in the excise policy case,
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Saturday claimed
he and the AAP are "hardcore
honest".

At a press conference,
Kejriwal also asked the BJP if
it could say the same about any
of its leaders.

The Central Bureau of
Investigation on Friday filed its
first charge sheet in the Delhi
excise policy case against seven
accused. But Sisodia, who was
named in the agency's FIR, did
not figure in the charge sheet.

Taking a dig at the BJP,
Kejriwal said, "Since 2015, all

kinds of agencies have been
probing us. But to date, no
irregularities have been found
in our books, and that's why I
can say that we have got a cer-
tificate of honesty from the
prime minister".

There was no immediate
reaction from the BJP.

Kejriwal alleged the prime
minister has "subjected his

government and MLAs to one
investigation after the other".

"That they all prove to be
baseless in the end is an infer-
ence of how honest the Aam
Aadmi Party is. Manish Sisodia
has not been named in CBI's
charge sheet in the so-called
liquor scam, he said.

"Today I can say, Arvind
Kejriwal is hardcore honest
and the AAP is hardcore hon-
est. I challenge BJP to tell if any
of its party leaders is hardcore
honest," the AAP supremo
said.

His name not finding a
mention in the charge sheet is
more or less akin to getting a
clean chit, but they are saying
there could be a supplemen-
tary charge sheet, the chief
minister said.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Central Information
Commission has said the 1993
Supreme Court order allowing
remuneration to imams in
mosques was in "violation of the
Constitution" and besides set-
ting a "wrong precedent", has
become a point of unnecessary
political slugfest and social
disharmony.

Information Commissioner
Uday Mahurkar, while hearing

an RTI application filed by an
activist demanding details of
salaries to imams by the Delhi
government and the Delhi
Waqf Board, also observed that
the order violated constitu-
tional provisions that say "tax
payers money will not be used
to favour any particular reli-
gion".

The Supreme Court in 1993
on a petition from the All
India Imam Organisation had
directed the waqf board to give

remuneration to imams in
mosques managed by it.

He has directed that a copy
of his order be sent to the Union
law minister with suitable

action to ensure enforcement of
provisions of articles 25 to 28 of
the Constitution in letter and
spirit to keep all religions on par
in terms of monthly remuner-
ation to priests of different
religions at the cost of the pub-
lic exchequer -- both central
and states -- and also other mat-
ters. "Further with regard to the
judgment by the Supreme
Court in the case between the
'All India Imam Organisation
and ... vs Union Of India And

Ors' on 13 May, 1993, that
opened the doors to special
financial benefits from public
treasury to only imams and
muezzins in mosques, the com-
mission observes that the high-
est court of the country in pass-
ing this order acted in violation
of the provisions of the
Constitution, particularly
Article 27, which says tax pay-
ers money will not be used to
favour any particular religion,"
Mahurkar said.

SC's 1993 order allowing pay to imams wrong: CIC

Veteran actor Vikram Gokhale dies at 77
PNS n PUNE

Veteran film, television and
stage actor Vikram Gokhale
died on Saturday due to
multi-organ failure at a
city-based hospital
where he was under-
going treatment.

Gokhale, 77, was
admitted to the
D e e n a n a t h
Mangeshkar Hospital
here two weeks ago.

"We are saddened to
announce that noted actor

Vikram Gokhale passed away
today at Deenanath
Mangeshkar Hospital due to
multi-organ failure," the hos-

pital said in a statement.
"He was admitted to

the hospital 15 days
ago following
health complica-
tions and was
undergoing treat-

ment. Today he
breathed his last

between 1:45 pm and 2
pm," said Rajesh Damle, a
family friend.

Ragpicker interacts with Rahul 

26/11 attack
strengthened
India-Israel ties

‘Sheer hypocrisy':
Congress on 
BJP observing
Constitution Day

BJP manifesto promises
Uniform Civil Code,
anti-radicalisation cell 
PNS n GANDHINAGAR

The ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) on Saturday released
its manifesto for the upcoming
Gujarat Assembly polls and
promised to implement the
Uniform Civil Code (UCC)
and also create an 'Anti-radical-
isation Cell' to identify and
eliminate potential threats as well
as sleeper cells of terrorist organ-
isations and anti-India forces.

The party's other promises
include creation of "20 lakh
employment opportunities" and
take the state's economy to USD
one trillion in the next five years.

The manifesto was released at
the state BJP headquarters by

party president J P Nadda in the
presence of Gujarat Chief
Minister Bhupendra Patel and
state unit chief C R Paatil.

The annual cover under the
Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya
Yojana (Ayushman Bharat)
being doubled per family from
Rs 5 lakh to Rs 10 lakh, and girls
getting free education from "KG
to PG" (kindergarten to post-
graduation) are among other
promises in the manifesto.

GUJARAT POLLS

PNS n JERUSALEM

Lauding the courage of India
and the people of Mumbai,
Israel has said that the enor-
mous loss on that "horrible
day" in November 2008 has
forged a strong bond between
the two countries.

The remark was made in
context to the 26/11 Mumbai
attack that continues to be an
emotional moment for a lot
of Israelis who feel that the
26/11 terror strike "is a shared
pain" that binds India and
Israel together.

"I remember vividly the
courage of India and of the
people of Mumbai and there
is not one minute in which
we do not benefit from the
strategic partnership that was
forged between us, among
other things, on that horrible
day," Israeli foreign ministry's
Director General, Alon
Ushpiz, wrote on Twitter.

"Tomorrow (Saturday)
marks 14 years since the
bloody terrorist attack in
Mumbai which targeted 5
locations including the
Chabad House in which
Rabbi Gavriel and Rivka
Holtsberg, Rabbi Gavriel
Taitelbaum, Mrs. Norma
Rabinovich, Rabbi Ben Zion
Kurman and Mrs. Yocheved
Orpaz were murdered,"
Ushpiz, who has in the past
served as Israel's Ambassador
in India, wrote on Friday.

PNS n BARWAHA (MP)

Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
interacted with a woman rag-
picker as his Bharat Jodo Yatra
passed through a town in
Khargone district of Madhya
Pradesh on Saturday, during
which she told him about the
issues she and her family
faced, including lack of basic
amenities like electricity and
water.

The foot march led by
Gandhi entered the fourth day
of its Madhya Pradesh leg on

Saturday.
After an overnight halt, the

yatra began from Mortakka in
Khandwa district in the morn-
ing. When it was passing
through Barwaha town in

Khargone, Gandhi met 45-year-
old ragpicker Shannu and her
family members, who were part
of the crowd standing along the
road.

"We are poor and make a liv-
ing through ragpicking at differ-
ent places. We live in a hut,
which doesn't even have elec-
tricity and water," she told
Gandhi during their interaction.

The woman and her family
members said that their voice
was not being heard.

"My children can't even go to
school," she said.
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PNS n NEW DELHI

Gujarat Cooperative Milk
Marketing Federation
(GCMMF), which markets
milk under the Amul brand,
has no plans to increase prices
of milk in the near future, its
MD R S Sodhi said.

GCMMF mainly sells milk
in Gujarat, Delhi-NCR, West
Bengal and Mumbai mar-
kets. The cooperative sells
more than 150 lakh litres of
milk per day, out of which
Delhi-NCR accounts for
nearly 40 lakh litres.

Earlier this week, Mother
Dairy hiked prices of full-
cream milk by Re 1 per litre
and token milk by Rs 2 per

litre in the Delhi-NCR mar-
ket, citing rise in input cost.

Asked whether GCMMF
has any plans to increase
milk prices following Mother
Dairy's rate hike, Sodhi said:
"There are no plans in near

future." He further said input
costs have not gone up much
since the last retail price
increase by GCMMF in
October.

In mid-October, GCMMF
raised the prices of Amul

Gold (full-cream) and buffa-
lo milk by Rs 2 per litre each
across all markets except for
poll-bound Gujarat, where
assembly elections will be held
in early December. Amul Gold
price was increased from Rs 61
to Rs 63 per litre. Buffalo milk
price was raised from Rs 63 to
Rs 65 per litre. GCMMF has
hiked milk prices thrice this
year, while Mother Dairy has
done it four times.

Mother Dairy is one of the
leading milk suppliers in
Delhi-NCR with volumes of
more than 30 lakh litres per
day. Both Mother Dairy and
Amul pass on about 75-80 per
cent of prices paid by con-
sumers to the milk producers.

PNS n GUWAHATI

Power major NHPC is lending
a helping hand to women by
developing the infrastructure of
a pig farming company in the
downstream areas of a 2000
MW project in Arunachal
Pradesh, bordering Assam.

The NHPC had funded the

SAAR Pig Producers Company
Ltd', involving 2,500 women
members, under its downstream
development initiatives in the
Subansiri Lower Hydro Energy
Project in 2020.

It is now providing financial
assistance for the construction of
a common facility centre (CFC)
for the enterprise, spokesperson

SP Mazumder said in a press
release.

This is an initiative by the
NHPC towards promoting liveli-
hood intervention, the spokesper-
son said.

"Once completed, this facility
will have India's biggest pig breed-
ing farm with 400 high-quality
pigs apart from a scientific

slaughter house, nursery units,
furrowing sheds, feed mill and
storage units as well as a training
centre for future interventions by
the company," he said.

The foundation stone for the
CFC was laid on Friday by NHPC
executive director Vipin Gupta, in
the presence of the chief execu-
tive member of Mising

Autonomous Council,
Paramananda Chayengia. They
were accompanied by Network
partner M/s Arohan Foods
Products Ltd and board members
and beneficiaries of the produc-
er company, he added.

The 2000 MW project is the
biggest hydroelectric one under-
taken in the country so far and is

a run-of-river scheme on the
Subansiri river in the
Gerukamukh area.

According to a company esti-
mate in January 2020, the cost of
the mega project, which was
scheduled to be commissioned in
December 2012, had escalated to
around Rs 20,000 crore from the
initial Rs 6,285 crore.

NHPC's pig farming initiatives for women

PNS n NEW DELHI

Proptech firm Square Yards
has entered into the business
of facilitating investors in
having fractional ownership
of rent-yielding real estate
assets and earn 14-18 per
cent annual return on their
capital.

PropsAMC, the asset man-
agement services and data
intelligence arm of Square
Yards, has launched fraction-
al ownership real estate
investment platform backed
by proprietary data and ana-
lytical capabilities, the compa-
ny said in a statement.

Square Yards, which is
mainly into brokerage service
of properties and home loans,
is targeting to build USD 1
billion worth of AUM (Assets
Under Management) of frac-
tional ownership properties
over the next three years.

The minimum ticket size to
participate will be Rs 25 lakh.
Most of its products will not
have any lock-in for investors.

The platform will enable
investors in having fraction-

al ownership of leased and
pre-leased commercial assets
including warehouses, holiday
homes and schools. It will also
explore opportunities with
high coupon pay-outs on
secured assets in residential
space. It will target cities like
Mumbai,  Thane,  Pune,
Bengaluru, Gurugram, Noida,
Chennai and Goa.

Many startups and finan-
cial services firms, including
startup hBits and MYRE

Capital, have entered into the
business of enabling frac-
tional ownership.

"India's commercial real
estate market has for long
been dominated by high net-
worth individuals and institu-
tions. Fractional investing
aims to break this status quo
by making commercial prop-
erty investing affordable for
the average Indian," said
Tanuj Shori, Founder and
CEO, Square Yards.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Banking regulator RBI has put
a pause on onboarding of
online merchants by Paytm
Payments Services, even as the
company said it will have no
material impact on its business,
according to a regulatory filing.

One Communications
(OCL), which owns the Paytm
brand, had proposed to trans-
fer the payment aggregator ser-
vices business undertaken by it
to Paytm Payments Services

(PPSL) in December 2020 to
comply with payment aggrega-
tor (PA) guidelines of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) but
the banking regulator had
rejected its application. The
company had re-submitted the

required documents in
September 2021.

Paytm said PPSL has now
received a letter from RBI in
response to an application for
the authorisation to provide PA
services for online merchants.
As per the letter, PPSL is
required to "Seek necessary
approval for past downward
investment from the company
into PPSL, to comply with FDI
Guidelines" and "not onboard
new online merchants". Paytm,
in the regulatory filing, said it

can resubmit the PA application
within 120 calendar days.

The company will not
onboard new online merchants
till the time approvals remain
pending.

PAs are entities that facilitate
e-commerce sites and mer-
chants to accept various pay-
ment instruments from cus-
tomers for completion of their
payment obligations without
the need for merchants to cre-
ate a separate payment integra-
tion system of their own.

PNS n BENGALURU

Union Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday
appealed to startups to touch
upon less glamorous areas
including climate change, millet
production and improving the
condition of farmers.

Addressing a national level
summit to promote startups,
Sitharaman emphasised more on
climate change and asked the
startups to find a solution to
combat it as that will have a bear-
ing on the agriculture pattern in
the country.

"Of course defence produc-
tion, renewable energy, nuclear,
satellites, space technologies,
they are all there. You have
already touched upon those
areas. I am asking you to touch
upon some of those less glam-
orous areas as well," Sitharaman
told the gathering here. "My
appeal is, more and more inno-
vations coming from the startups
for dealing with climate and cli-
mate change is going to be
absolutely precious," the Finance
Minister said.

She asked the startups to
work towards improving condi-
tions of farmers, urban dwellers
and give a solution through
millets for healthy eating.

The startups can also look at
markets which can fetch much
better price for the farmers,
which can also generate lot of
employment for them because of
the value additions that can be
brought in, she explained.

She highlighted that impor-
tance should be given to climate

and its related solutions for a bet-
ter climatic condition in India.

If the issues related to climate
change is not addressed, then it
will cost a lot for the Indian
economy, which will not be
affordable at all, the Finance
Minister warned.

"The across-the-board dam-
ages that adverse climate and
weather conditions can create is
going to be big for any country
to subsume, absorb or take on
board," she cautioned the gath-

ering.
Sitharaman pointed out that

people can see farmers trying to
change their cropping patterns.
The sowing of seeds are being
pushed further due to the unpre-
dictable monsoon months,
Sitharaman said.

She pointed out that the rain-
fall that used to happen in the
entire monsoon season is now
being witnessed within a couple
of days, which no city or no rural
area can handle. "All these are
making farmers rethink about
how they're going to be plowing,
sowing, readying the land and
also looking at when the crop is
going to be coming for harvest,"
the Union minister said.

Stating that climate change is
having a direct bearing on the
supply chains, Sitharaman said:
"Food security is not just an issue
of availability of food, but also the
cycle in which production hap-
pens, post harvest in which
value addition happens, and
after that when exports happen
in agriculture."

A country which has a long
lineage of good and rich agricul-

tural activity is going to suffer if
the climate-related challenges are
not attended to, she noted. The
Finance Minister hailed the
Indian farmers who with their
grit ensured that the agriculture
sector was able to perform well
between 2020 and 2022.

Even in the face of the Russia-
Ukraine war, when the world has
been facing food security, coun-
tries like India where there is a
rich farming tradition was able
to do well, she pointed out.
Sitharaman said the startups
will have to look at innovative
ways in which the vagaries of
monsoon can be handled.

"I'm not sure we are yet there
to see how monsoon can itself be
regularised. That's a bit far away
but what can be achieved is to see
how these vagaries can be han-
dled, how urban planning, rural
planning can respect such disas-
ters, which may come, and plan
for themselves in such a way
they're not going to be inundat-
ed or they're going to suffer for
want of drinking water or
drought like conditions," she
said.

PNS n BENGALUR

\A study on the impact of
Covid-19 on microbusinesses
in India has found that near-
ly 40 per cent of them were
denied loans (both
formal/informal) as they did
not have sufficient collateral or
lacked positive credit history.

According to non-profit
organisation 'Global Alliance
for Mass Entrepreneurship'
(GAME), which conducted
the study, 21 per cent of the
microbusinesses lacked requi-
site documentation for the
application.

The report, titled 'Road to
Recovery: Examining the
impact of Covid-19 on
microbusinesses in India',
released recently, is a nation-
wide study on how the Indian
MSME (micro, small and
medium enterprises) sector

managed the pandemic peri-
od lockdowns, GAME said.

The survey conducted
among MSMEs during and
post the lockdown period
delves into major problems
faced by entrepreneurs regard-
ing financial impact, business
confidence, and stress man-
agement, it said.

The study conducted over

2020 and 2021 in two rounds,
each across 1955 micro busi-
nesses, pointed out that over
50 per cent of enterprises
reported having no coping
strategies or mechanisms to
cushion the pandemic's
impact, GAME said in a state-
ment.

GAME Founder, Ravi
Venkatesan said there is a

dire need for building ade-
quate knowledge of bank
managers, field officers, and
banking correspondents on
bank and government
schemes.

This study shows that of
those surveyed only 31 per
cent were aware of schemes
launched under the
'Atmanirbhar Bharat' initia-
tive, he said.

"As part of the package,
financial institutions intro-
duced a credit product for
MSMEs whose loan accounts
were categorised as special
mention accounts by lending
institutions. While this was
created to support MSMEs
unable to repay loans, similar-
ly, financial solutions can be
created to encourage busi-
ness modifications as a
response to external chal-
lenges", Venkatesan said.

‘Over 50% of microbusinesses had no
mechanisms to cushion Covid impact’

My appeal is, more
and more innovations
coming from the
startups for dealing
with climate and
climate change is
going to be absolutely
precious.

The across-the-board damages that adverse

climate and weather conditions can create

is going to be big for any country to

subsume, absorb or take on board.

PNS n NOIDA

Realty firm Mahagun Group
on Saturday said it will invest
Rs 1,800 crore over the next
five years to develop a luxury
housing project in Noida,
Uttar Pradesh. 

The company has started
bookings for its project
'Mahagun Medalleo' at Sector
107, spread over 40,000 square
metres. The total project cost
is about Rs 1,800 crore,
Mahagun said in a statement. 

The project has been
financed by corporate trustee
Vistra TCL (India) Ltd. It will
be developed in phases and
fully delivered by 2027. The
project comprises 686 residen-
tial units. Amit Jain, Director,
Mahagun Group, said the new
project has received a good
response from customers.
Mahagun Group is one of the
leading real estate firms in the
Delhi-NCR market.

Mahagun Group to
invest Rs 1,800 cr
in luxury housing

PNS n NEW DELHI

A joint forum of ten central
trade unions has decided to
boycott the virtual pre-budget
consultation with finance min-
ister Nirmala Sitharaman on
November 28, demanding a
physical meeting with reason-
able time to speak.

Pre-budget consultation is
an annual exercise under which
representatives of different sec-
tors give suggestions and raise
demands to be addressed
through the Budget.

In a letter shot off on Friday,
the forum stated, "Now your
email dated November 25, 2022
under reference, makes it explic-
it that each central trade union
will be allowed to speak for
three minutes. This is a joke and
we refuse to be part of such a
cheap joke. We will not partic-
ipate in the proposed video con-
ference on November 28, 2022."

Earlier on Friday, in a letter
shot off to the finance ministry,
the forum had jointly protested
against a restricted video con-
ference for pre-budget consul-
tations.

"We are constrained to
express our disappointment for
calling this meeting on virtual
mode despite complete easing of
Covid restrictions, and that to
for 75 minutes only for consul-

tation involving more than 12
central trade unions, may be
more as indicated by the invi-
tation letter. As per the labour
ministry's physical verification,
there are 12 central trade unions
in our country. That means less
than five minutes or even less
for each organisation, if time for
customary opening remarks is
taken into account," they forum
had stated.

10 trade unions skip FM’s virtual  talks,
demand physical pre-budget meeting

RBI pauses onboarding of online merchants by Paytm Payments Services

Square Yards forays into biz
of facilitating investors

FM: Combat climate change
and enhance millet production

No plans to increase Amul milk
prices in near future: GCMMF

FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP OF REAL ESTATE
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I don't have a religion.
I believe in a God.

I don't know what it looks
like but it's MY god. My
own interpretation of the

supernatural
— Jennifer Aniston

T
he Conference of Parties (CoP),
better known as CoP27, organized
by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) secretariat at Sharm

El-Sheikh in Egypt ended on November 20
with the adoption of a declaration for the
creation of a fund for providing
compensation to the poor nations facing the
vagaries of climate change and extreme
weather conditions due to the past emissions
of the rich nations.  The negotiating teams
and others are touting it as a historical deal,
but that is a far-fetched claim.  

This declaration at best is a face-saving
deal for the consumption back home for
people of these poor nations facing the wrath
of climatic vagaries. The developed countries,
however, have resisted these calls, fearing
opening up a floodgate for compensation
claims but ultimately agreed with no surety
to adhere to their commitments. 

On average, $4000 was needed for one
person for a week to attend the CoP.
Understandably, many young activists could
not attend the Conference due to a lack of
funds, and few bothered to raise their voices.

However, the CoP opened with most
heads of state and leaders heading the
country delegations speaking with strong
feelings on taking action for the survival of
the human race and pleading forcefully
against complacency. The UN secretary
general António Guterres delivered one of
his best speeches yet when he exhorted the
world leaders that “We are on a highway to
climate hell with our foot on the accelerator”.
He asked the countries to “cooperate or
perish”. 

The CoP 27 came after the world had
faced the Covid-19 pandemic which many
scientists blame on the abuse of nature by
humans, a fact  clearly visible during the
lockdown period when we all noticed clear
Himalayan peaks from Delhi as the sky
became clear and the wild elephants started
roaming on urban roads they never visited
before. After Covid-19,  when the Russia-
Ukraine war pushed the global oil and gas
prices and the natural disasters world faced,
it was expected that climate change would be
taken seriously by the world community. But
the negotiators from powerful countries did
not change much as is evident from the
deliberation at the end of CoP 27.

From the point of view of professional
analysts considering the past actions on the
commitments of the developed world, this

so-called deal is a vacuous statement at best.
The deal stipulates that a mechanism will be
established for the creation of funds for
helping the least developed countries affected
by the climatic vagaries like Maldives etc.
The proposal includes mobilization of funds
from private sources also. The document has
clearly ruled out India getting any share of it
rather it is expected to contribute in the
fund. It does not fix any quota for the
developed countries nor fixes a time frame
for its implementation. The skepticism is
arising because of the complete failure of the
developed world led by the United States and
European Union in meeting their previously
agreed commitments of $100 billion in
support to the poor nations on the flimsy
ground and specious arguments like
accounting procedures and lack of funds.

The approach of the developed world all
through in all CoPs is to blame India and
China for being the biggest emitters
conveniently forgetting the havoc they
wrecked on nature during the past more than
150 years and more. In 2021, China
accounted for the highest 25% (15 billion
metric tonnes) of global CO2 emission
followed by the USA accounting for 11% (5
billion Metric tonnes) of the global total.
The European Union emits around 2.8
billion metric tonnes. India’s emission in
2021 was 2.7 billion metric tonnes which is
around 7.5 % of the global emissions. The
per capita fossil CO2 emissions in 2021 were
1.3 tC per person per year for the globe and
were 4.0 (USA), 2.2 (China), 1.7 (EU27), and
0.5 (India) tC per person per year for the
four highest CO2 emitting countries.

India will surpass China in population in
2023, but it cannot be equated with China in
funding for climate change considering the
country’s relatively low emissions. India's
contribution to historical cumulative CO2
emissions is 3%, whereas the US. On the
other hand, the EU  contributed 25% and
17% respectively to total fossil CO2
emissions from 1850 to 2019. China
contributed 13%, the Russian Federation 7%,
and Indonesia and Brazil 1%.

Thus there is no equity, justice or fairness
in global climate change talks. The climate
change negotiations, therefore, for most
developing countries like India are proving a
wastage of money and efforts as nothing
concrete except our statements before the
world leaders on our achievements on the
Nationally Determined Targets on Paris
agreement of 2015 and how much clean

energy we are generating and how much
trees we are planting and what is our road
map for achieving net-zero emission by the
year 2070. The agreement on the creation of
funds to support the poor nation is just
recognition by the developed world after
protracted negotiations of their responsible
for past emissions. Now, therefore, the issue
should be taken up vigorously by the
developing countries in all forums and India
should launch diplomatic networking to
safeguard its interests and the interests of the
developing world for climate justice.

India and other developing countries in
the CoP 27 meet had rightfully raised the
issue of the gradual elimination of all kinds
of fossil fuels. Thankfully, the developed
world supported this, but the Russian and
Saudi Arab vehement opposition blocked ti
further progress. The Indian negotiators
citing the Sixth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
had told the Egyptian CoP27 presidency that
meeting the long-term goal of the Paris
Agreement "requires phase down of all fossil
fuels".

“Selective singling out of sources of
emissions, for either labeling them more
harmful or labeling them 'green and
sustainable' even when they are sources of
greenhouse gases has no basis in the best
available science”, they contended.  

The developed world has been
demanding phasing out the use of coal in
power generation which India and other
countries cannot agree. The developed
world’s hypocrisy is quite apparent on this as
they have developed better alternatives for
coal but on the issue of transfer of
technology, they always duck the question.
So neither they want to part with the
technology nor they are willing to be liberal
on funding the poor nations, yet they want to
assume the leadership role in climate change
dialogue. In a nutshell, the climate change
talks regarding human welfare are proving
bogus and a bore if we assess the progress
since Kyoto Protocol was signed except a few
successes obtained through Paris deal in
2015.

The global mean temperature will cross
the 1.5°C limits in the current decade or
next, and the 2°C mark during 2040–2060 as
estimated by the Inter-governmental Panel
on Climate Change in their sixth report. Lip
service syndrome is best exemplified by the
statement of Egypt’s government and
subsequent decisions taken in CoP 27. The

UN Secretary-General has commented that
only the creation of a loss and damage fund
is not a solution. The World Bank which is
outside the purview of UNFCCD can pitch in
effectively in tackling the fund position if the
US and its European allies are genuinely
committed to treating climate change as a top
global priority and accepting their
responsibility to do climate justice. This was
also a reason why many countries were
pitching for reforms in the World Bank,
which is perceived as having failed to help
with the climate crisis. What is the use of the
World Bank funding poverty and water-
related projects in poor countries when poor
countries sink further into misery due to
climate-related disasters?

In several areas, the temperature in India
is already on the rise from 0.8 to even 1
degree Celsius. We have less time for
negotiation and should strive for more time
on action. Many experts feel that India
should hold parallel climate change
negotiations and lead the world.  The
country should formulate some common
action programme so that developing nations
and China look inwards and help each other
with technology and other resources. Efforts
must be made to avoid disasters as the one
Pakistan witnessed recently which wiped
away  13 % of the GDP. Back home the
dreadful memory of the Chennai flood will
haunt for years. We need to declare climate
emergencies in each country and support a
programme to meet the emergency.

In the Indian scenario, we need to declare
water scarcity and its poor management,
agricultural uncertainties, soil degradation,
and natural forest and bio-diversity depletion
as a climatic emergency and emphasize
alternative fuels for our transport and energy
sector. Unplanned waste disposal, poor
investment in natural resources, and
population control must be the focus area in
the overall climate action plan. Already the
success is excellent on solar power generation
targets. However, on climate change, world
leaders should remember one quote by
Zimbabwean Philosopher Matshona
Dhliwayo “Busy hands achieve more than
idle tongues.” Let us junk these half-baked
dreams being sold in diffused glib
negotiations and focus on concrete doable
actions.

(The Writer is a  former Director-General
in the ministry of Environment, Forest

and Climate Change)

Considering the past actions on the commitments of the developed world, this so-called deal

arrived at CoP 27 is at best  a face-saver document, writes Dr. VK BAHUGUNA

INDIA WILL SURPASS
CHINA IN POPULATION IN
2023, BUT IT CANNOT BE
EQUATED WITH CHINA IN

FUNDING FOR CLIMATE
CHANGE CONSIDERING

THE COUNTRY’S
RELATIVELY LOW

EMISSIONS. INDIA'S
CONTRIBUTION TO

HISTORICAL CUMULATIVE
CO2 EMISSIONS IS 3%,
WHEREAS THE US. ON

THE OTHER HAND, THE EU
CONTRIBUTED 25% AND

17% RESPECTIVELY TO
TOTAL FOSSIL CO2

EMISSIONS FROM 1850
TO 2019. CHINA

CONTRIBUTED 13%, THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION

7%, AND INDONESIA AND
BRAZIL 1% EACH.

THE FAILED CoP27
CLIMATE CHANGE

THE FAILED CoP27
CLIMATE CHANGE



T
his study was undertaken in
collaboration with HRI-
DAY, the Center for

Tobacco Control Research and
Education, University of
California, and Onebeyond LLC,
California. The study also assessed
the compliance of the content
shown in these online series with
the Tobacco-free Film and
Television Rules in India. This is
the first such study conducted in
the country to generate evidence
on implementation of the tobac-
co free films policy on streaming
or over-the-top (OTT) on-
demand video streaming plat-
forms such as Amazon Prime,
Netflix and Hotstar.

In recent years, on-demand
video streaming platforms such as
Amazon Prime, Netflix and
Hotstar are rapidly becoming
popular in India. A recent mar-
ket research amongst Indians in
the age group of 20–25 years has
revealed that the time spent on
these platforms range from 5 to
20 hours per week.

The study recommends the
enforcement of Tobacco-free Film
and TV Rules under the Tobacco
Control Act of India for all con-
tent streamed on all web-based
OTT platforms in India, whether

produced within the country
or internationally. In addi-
tion, the study also recom-
mends that the current
guidelines under Article 13 of
WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco
Control (FCTC) pertaining
to the depiction of tobacco in
entertainment media should
be updated to bring newer
internet and mobile based
platforms under its purview.

STUDY DESIGN
As part of the study, 10

popular Web-series on

streaming platforms like
Netflix and Amazon Prime,
were identified after discus-
sions with participants aged
15–24 years in Delhi. These
were content-coded for
tobacco imagery using the
peer reviewed Breathe
California protocol.
Incidents of tobacco use
and brand appearances in
each series episode were
counted, and compliance
with extant Rules was
recorded. In total, 188
episodes across 10 selected
series from Netflix and

Amazon Prime Video were
coded for the content
analysis of tobacco imagery
and included: The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel
(rated 16+); Stranger
Things (rated 16+);
Bodyguard (rated 16+);
Riverdale (rated 13+);
Narcos (rated 16+); Sacred
Games (rated 18+);
Mirzapur (rated 18+);
Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina (rated 16+); 13
Reasons Why (rated 16+);
and The Crown (rated
16+).
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GOOD HEALTH IS NOT SOMETHING WE CAN
BUY. HOWEVER, IT CAN BE AN EXTREMELY

VALUABLE SAVINGS ACCOUNT
— ANNE WILSON SCHAEF

STREAMING DEATHS
SCENE 1

T
hirty-year-old Rohan, a movie
buff, has been a regular at
conventional picture halls to

watch films. He supports anti-
tobacco health warnings as a promi-
nent static message displayed at the
bottom of the screen every time
tobacco products are shown in the
film. “Exposure to smoking in films
is a recognised cause of smoking
uptake among children. In an
attempt to protect children, films
containing smoking are required to
include tobacco control messaging
including audiovisual disclaimers,
on-screen health warnings when
tobacco imagery is displayed and
anti-tobacco ‘health spots’ before
and during the film,” he says.

CUT TO SCENE 2
With Covid-19 restrictions in place,
Rohan has now shifted to OTT plat-
forms such as Netflix, Amazon
Prime and Hotstar to watch movies
and his favourite programmes. But
to his utter shock, he finds that the
e-platforms streaming films and
series have been blatantly display-
ing excessive usage of tobacco con-
sumption. He was also surprised
that there were no warning mes-
sages to caution the children and
youth about the harmful usage of
the tobacco items.  “I am flum-
moxed at this violation.

In the absence of any clear reg-
ulation, OTT platforms are increas-
ingly becoming favourite spots for
the tobacco industry to hook the
youth with their addictive products,”
he observes as he cities reports that
estimate that the video streaming
content is expected to exceed
US$332 billion by 2025.

Rohan, who works in an MNC
is not the only one who is worried
at this dangerous trend but also
wants a check on this fatal violation
on the OTT platforms. According to
a survey by the National Law School
of India University, along with sev-
eral youth organizations, at least 88
per cent of youth agreed that OTT
platforms should be regulated like
traditional television and film when
it comes to depiction of tobacco use.
Atleast 82.5% of respondents agreed
that tobacco use in shows and
movies contributes to making tobac-
co use seem normal and acceptable,
a reason enough to impose a check
on such ads.

Taking umbrage at this defiance,
the health experts and anti-tobac-
co activists are seeking urgent reg-
ulation on the OTT content to pro-
tect youth from being addicted to
tobacco products. Joining the cause,
Vice-Chancellors across Karnataka
too have requested Union Health
Minister Mansukh Mandaviya to
regulate OTT platforms to display
tobacco warning messages.

The health experts contend
that if such vacuums are continued
to be allowed, gains made so far
through tobacco warning cam-
paigns will be negated. There is a
need for better enforcement of
existing Rules on streaming plat-
forms in India, and modernisation
of the WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control,
Article 13 guidelines to account for
new streaming platforms to protect
youth from tobacco imagery glob-
ally, they say. If brought under

COTPA umbrella, the OTT will also
have to adhere COPTA regulation,
which attracts a jail term of up to 5
years and/or a fine of up to Rs 5,000
in case of violation.

Says Bhavna Mukhopadhyay,
Chief Executive, Voluntary Health
Association of India (VHAI), “The
streaming media has become a
haven for promotion of tobacco use
and this extensive promotion is to
undermine Government film rules
and provisions that discourage
tobacco use. We urge the
Government to take necessary
action to ensure these online
streaming platforms are compliant
with COTPA, relevant rules and any
other applicable laws in order to
protect the children from exposure
to tobacco products display on the
OTT platforms"

“The viewership of OTTs has
scaled at an extremely high rate in
India, one reason for it being the
sharp decrease in web costs and the
other being, accessibility of multi-
lingual and multi-regional content.
Smoking is seen very often in such
content, which must have a multi-
level impact on its viewers,” notes
Manan Goel from College of
Vocational Studies, Delhi University.

Goel along with his colleagues
Parth Goel, Raghvendra Singh,
Ritik Arora, Saanya Chawla, Utsav
Agarwal, all from the College of
Vocational Studies had conducted a
study in 2020 and noted that smok-
ing is seen very often in such con-
tent, which must have a multi-level
impact on its viewers.

In their study, they tried to
analyse the change in smoking
habits, its impact, and also, the rea-
sons behind the same changes and
found that there is a direct link
between viewing smoking scenes
and immediate desire to smoke.
“The smoking propensities of an
individual is impacted because of
the hours spent watching TV series,
movies which contain smoking
imagery. The correlation degree
found between the number of hours
spent on such TV shows, movies
and the number of cigarettes daily
is small but the significance level
does not reject the hypothesis.
Thus, showing that smoking

imagery does impact the viewers;
increase in the number of daily cig-
arettes.”

The WHO too rings the alarm
bell as it warns that every year the
tobacco industry invests more than
US$ 9 billion to advertise its prod-
ucts. Increasingly, it is targeting
young people with nicotine and
tobacco products in a bid to replace
the 8 million people that its items
kill every year.

Tobacco is a prominent risk
factor for 6 to 8 leading causes of

death and almost 40% of the Non-
Communicable Diseases (NCD)
including cancers, cardio-vascular
diseases and lung disorders are
attributable to tobacco use. As such
the consequent  burden of mortal-
ity and morbidity due to consump-
tion of tobacco is very high in
India. The number of deaths every
year in India which is attributable
to tobacco use is almost 13.5
lakhs.

As per the Global Youth
Tobacco Survey (GYTS) 2019, near-
ly one-fifth of the students aged 13-
15 have used tobacco in some form.
Prevalence of tobacco use among
boys is 9.6% and among girls is
7.4%. The median age for initiation
of cigarette and bidi smoking, and
smokeless tobacco use were 11.5
years, 10.5 years and 9.9 years
respectively. 

Yet another study on “Tobacco
imagery in on-demand streaming
content popular among adoles-
cents and young adults in India:
implications for global tobacco
control” highlighted that there is
rampant depiction of tobacco use
and tobacco brand placement.
Many of the series showed tobac-
co brands as well as close ups of
tobacco products and tobacco
usage. None of the series includ-
ed anti-tobacco messages, spots
and disclaimers. The shows with
tobacco depictions included both

foreign-produced and Indian-pro-
duced series and most were rated
for viewers below 18 years, thus
targeting youth and children, said
the study published in BMJ.

Dr Monika Arora, Vice
President and Professor at PHFI
says, “We studied tobacco imagery
in 188 episodes of the ten most pop-
ular series among 15 to 24-year-old
Indian youth on Netflix and
Amazon Prime Video. Our findings
indicate that many shows had tobac-
co depicting imagery in it. None of
the shows were compliant with
tobacco-free film and TV rules
under COTPA, 2003.”

Another study conducted in
2019 by KPMG reported that there
were 325 million viewers of on-
demand streaming platforms in
India, and that young people (age

15-24) spent an average of 70
minutes per day watching online
video content, which has further
increased due to Covid 19 restric-
tions.

A study conducted in Delhi too
showed that adolescents aged 12–16
years with high exposure to tobac-
co occurrences in Bollywood films
were 2.3 times more likely to have
ever used tobacco compared with
adolescents with low exposure.

However, the scenario is expect-
ed to change soon. But only if the
Health Ministry takes urgent call in
the matter. “There have been few
rounds of consultations on the sub-
ject. A decision may be taken soon
on bringing the OTT platforms at
par with films screened in theatres
and by cable or network TV broad-
casters when it comes to adhering
to the anti-tobacco warnings,” a
senior health official said on
anonymity.

Mukhopadhyay says if such a
thing happens, it would be a trend-
setter in the world.

“It’s a serious lacuna consider-
ing the far wider reach of the OTT
shows amongst all the sections and
age groups of the society. OTT
giants like Netflix and Amazon
came to India in 2016, it is sad that
till date there are no laws to con-
trol the content,” Anand Mishra, an
advocate on record at the Supreme
Court, said.

There’s an old saying, when the cat's away, the mice will play. Same applies to the Over-the-Top (OTT) platforms. With no written and
clear laws regarding implementation of tobacco disclaimer or warning labels on smoking scenes in the OTT web series, while the
tobacco industry is trying to lure the online viewers in a big way to trap them in the tobacco net, OTT media is busy raking in moolah
through their advertisements. ARCHANA JYOTI takes a closer look at this fatal gap.

Side-stepping Tobacco-free
Film Rules in India
The WHO Country Office for India conducted a study on “Tobacco imagery in on-demand streaming content popular among adolescents
and young adults in India: implications for global tobacco control”, to assess the impact of tobacco imagery in digital streaming series
popular among adolescents and young adults in urban India. The HEALTH PIONEER shares the results.

l Of the 188 episodes studied, 108
(57.4%) contained at least one inci-
dent of tobacco use.

l The total number of tobacco inci-
dents in the selected series ranged
from zero in Bodyguard, Riverdale
and 13 Reasons Why to 1652 in The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel.

l The US-produced series like The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel by Amazon
and Narcos and The Crown by
Netflix depicted a higher number of
tobacco imagery when compared to
Indian produced series like Mirzapur
by Amazon and Sacred Games by
Netflix.

l Four out of the 10 series studied
showed tobacco brands through
product placements across episodes,
and all of these were foreign produc-
tions. The two series — Sacred
Games and Mirzapur — produced in
India, showed tobacco imagery, how-
ever they did not display the brand
name of the products.

l Both foreign and Indian produced
series depicting any tobacco inci-
dents, did not comply with the
tobacco-free film and TV Rules in
India.

KEY FINDINGS

"The Tobacco-free Film and TV policy
pioneered by the Government of India is an
innovative approach to health education.
This study highlights the urgent need to
initiate a dialogue with digital content
providers to ensure sterner compliance to
the policy and help protect vulnerable age
groups like adolescents and young adults
from unnecessary exposure to tobacco
imagery in entertainment content
showcased on these platforms.”

— Dr RODERICO H. OFRIN
WHO Country Representative to India

What is OTT

An over-the-top (OTT) is a

media service offered directly

to viewers via the Internet.

OTT bypasses cable,

broadcast, and satellite

television platforms, the

types of companies that

traditionally act as controllers

or distributors of such

content. Over the years OTT

has become more popular

among youth, particularly

among children.           
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MAKHAN SSAIKIA

PERSPECTIVE

What has baffled
humanity today is
shocking
mechanics built
in the AI
machines and
tools. Altogether
they are gradually
replacing the
work and skills
carried out by
humans for
generations. By
2030, almost 47
per cent of the
jobs that face
high risks of
automation would
be taken over by
AI. The loss of 
man-controlled
jobs would add
woes to the
economic plight 

The 26/11 Mumbai attacks
have forged a strong bond

between India and Israel.
Lauding the courage of India
and the people of Mumbai,
Israel has said that the enor-
mous loss on that “horrible
day” in November 2008 con-
tinues to be an emotional
moment for a lot of Israelis who
feel that the 26/11 terror strike
“is a shared pain” that binds
India and Israel together.

“I remember vividly the
courage of India and of the
people of Mumbai and there is
not one minute in which we do
not benefit from the strategic
partnership that was forged
between us, among other
things, on that horrible day,”
Israeli foreign ministry’s
Director General, Alon Ushpiz,
wrote on Twitter.

“Tomorrow (Saturday)
marks 14 years since the bloody
terrorist attack in Mumbai
which targeted 5 locations
including the Chabad House in
which Rabbi Gavriel and Rivka
Holtsberg, Rabbi Gavriel
Taitelbaum, Mrs. Norma
Rabinovich, Rabbi Ben Zion
Kurman and Mrs. Yocheved
Orpaz were murdered,” Ushpiz,
who has in the past served as
Israel’s Ambassador in India,
wrote on Friday.

Israel’s top diplomat also
called India’s Ambassador to
Israel, Sanjeev Singla, to con-
vey his “deepest condolences”
for this enormous loss of inno-
cent civilians that day, among
them six Israelis.

“May the memory of the
victims be a blessing,” he said.

The 2008 Mumbai terror
attacks continue to stir outrage
in Israel, where commemora-

tive events are held on its
anniversary to condemn the
senseless killings and demand
action against the Pakistan-
based masterminds of the car-
nage.

With posters and banners
depicting the brutality of the
ghastly attacks, Indians in Israel
held candlelight vigil since
Friday evening on the 14th
anniversary of the terror
attacks that shook India. They
called for the Pakistan-spon-
sored Lashkar-e-Tayyeba ter-
rorists involved in the 26/11
Mumbai attacks to be brought
to book.

The attacks, which drew
widespread global condemna-
tion, began on November 26
and lasted until November 29,
2008. A total of 166 people,
including several foreign
nationals, died and more than
300 were wounded.

Nine Pakistani terrorists
were killed by the Indian secu-
rity forces. Ajmal Kasab was the
only terrorist who was captured
alive. He was hanged four years
later on November 21, 2012.

“The terrorists who killed
women, children and inno-
cents in such a frenzy should be
identified and eliminated. The
countries of the world should
not only impose strict financial
sanctions on the countries that
provide shelter to the terrorists
but also stop them in every
way,” Ravi Soma, President of
the Israel-Telangana
Association told PTI.

People from Telangana,
living in Israel, organised an
event in Ramat Gan (close to
Tel Aviv) offering prayers for
the innocent lives lost in the
brutal attacks and lit candles in

their memory. They also
referred to the loss of six Jewish
lives in the attacks in which 166
people were killed, hinting at a
deliberate attempt to break the
strong bonds between India
and Israel.

The 26/11 attack continues
to be an emotional moment for
a lot of Israelis who feel that the
Mumbai terror strike “is a
shared pain” that binds India

and Israel together.
The Indian Chaplaincy in

the Holy Land, comprising
mostly of the Malayalee
Community in the region, also
organised a remembrance cer-
emony attended by a large
number of people from all
over the country.

Adoration/Rosary cere-
mony, a Holy mass for the
departed in the terrorist attack,

and special prayers was fol-
lowed by a meeting with peo-
ple holding lit candles and
posters with slogans against
terrorism, some Indian flags
and also calls to end violence
and promote peace. “Violence
divides! Love unites!”, said Rev.
Pradeep, who heads the Indian
Chaplaincy.

Condemning the Mumbai
attacks, he said that he “prays

that such incidents will never
occur again and people will live
in peace and brotherhood”.

Degel Menashe, an organ-
isation representing the Bnei
Menashe Jewish community
that has connections with
India’s north-eastern states of
Manipur and Mizoram, con-
demned the attacks and has
planned a commemorative
event on Saturday.

Members of the organisa-
tion held protest also in
Churachandpur holding plac-
ards reading, “no to terrorism”,
“we stand by all the victims of
26/11 attacks”, etc.

Indian students at all the
leading institutions in Israel —
Hebrew University, Tel Aviv
University, Technion in Haifa,
Ben-Gurion University in
Beersheba, Ariel University in
the West Bank and some other
institutions — have also
planned candlelight vigil to
commemorate 26/11 on
Saturday evening. 

“Each drop of blood is a
burning flame against terror-
ism. Each martyr of 26/11 is a
light kindled against the dark-
ness,” Krupa Susan Verghese, a
PhD student at Ariel University
told PTI.

Ankit Chauhan, a post-
doctoral fellow at Ben-Gurion
University, said that the “grue-
some terrorist attacks inflicted
deep scars on every Indian’s
psyche that cannot be wiped”.
“Still some of the terrorists are
roaming around freely on this
earth who did this heinous act.
Terrorism does not have any
face and terrorists should be
treated with no mercy. No
mercy for terror anywhere in
the world,” he stressed.

Some of the students also
lauded the efforts of the Indian
security forces and the sacri-
fices made by them. “Today we
once again remember our
unsung brave hearts who lost
their lives and we pay our sin-
cere respect to the lost lives and
their families,” said Bhavana
Velpula, a PhD student in
medicine at Tel Aviv University.

“As Indian nationals stay-

ing abroad, we acknowledge
and condemn this terrible inci-
dent. Gatherings for such a
cause connect us to our coun-
try and its roots, uniting us
together as one nation and
together we raise our voice
against terrorism coming in
any form,” she added.

Jewish outreach move-
ment, Chabad, last year
unveiled a plaque in the south-
ern coastal city of Eilat in
memory of the six Jewish vic-
tims of the Mumbai terror
attacks. “To the memory and
rise of souls of Rabbi Gavriel
Noah and Rivka Holtsberg,
who were martyred during the
time of their holy mission in a
terror attack at the Chabad
house in Mumbai, India, from
which the message of Torah
was being spread all over the
area,” the plaque in Hebrew
reads.

The Torah constitutes the
first five books of the Hebrew
Bible. “And for the four guests
who stayed in the Chabad
house at the time of the attack,
and were also martyred: Rabbi
Gavriel Taitelbaum, Mrs.
Norma Rabinovich, Rabbi Ben
Zion Kurman, Mrs. Yocheved
Orpaz. May their souls be
bound up in the bond of eter-
nal life,” the plaque in Hebrew
reads.

Six Jews were among the
166 victims of the terror attack.
All of them were killed at the
Nariman House, popularly also
known as the Chabad House.
Israeli leaders and officials
have also repeatedly called for
the perpetrators of the hor-
rendous crime to be “brought
to justice”. 

(With inputs from PTI)

The arrival of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has dra-

matically changed our lives.
Globalisation criss-crossing the
globe has pushed human civil-
isation to new frontiers of
change. And one of the most
remarkable dynamics heralded
by the forces of such globali-
sation is no other than the
grand advancements in infor-
mation and communication
technologies leading to the
invention of the AI and its
tools. It is estimated that by the
year 2030, the AI could add $13
trillion to the global econom-
ic output. This could finally
increase the world’s GDP by 1.2
per cent each year. A new gen-
eration born in the Google Age
is fully accustomed to AI dri-
ven tools even before the com-
ing of the deadly Covid-19. It
is hoped that the young gen-
eration would specifically con-
tribute to the massive growth
of the new AI economy.

The datafication of the
world has indeed compelled all
of us to surrender to AI.
Experts say that big data man-
agement demands machines.
Their storage, usage and dis-
tribution largely are possible
only by the use of the AI tools.
The very fact what machines
can think was given by Alan
Turing in 1950 in his seminal
work called “Computing
Machinery and Intelligence”.
This book indeed answered
many critical questions some
70 years back about AI. In that
book, he proposed the idea of
“The Imitation Game” that
gave the idea of machine think-
ing like man. Today what we
call “Turing Test” has become
a remarkable tool in the AI par-
adigm. Interestingly this direct-
ly focuses on the ability of the
machines to predict and
respond like a human.
However, the origin of the AI
lies in the “Mechanical Man”
found in ancient Greece and
Egypt. Until 1929, Japanese
professor Makoto Nishimura’s
invented robot named
“Gakutensoku” created waves
around the world spreading the
message that this machine can
work like a human and sense
like them. But the very word
called the “Artificial
Intelligence” was first coined in
a conference organised in the

Dartmouth College in the US
in 1956 only. 

The irony is that many
national governments such as
the US have openly played a
significant role in helping
expand the big tech business.
Starting from the Bush
Administration’s Global
Internet Freedom Task Force
(GIFTF) to Obama’s
International Strategy for
Cyberspace: Prosperity,
Security and Openness in a
Networked World (ISCP-
SONW), the big tech con-
glomerates and their sub-
sidiaries have virtually occu-
pied the new knowledge econ-
omy. The quintessential five —
Google, Apple, Facebook,
Amazon and Microsoft
(GAFAM) — have quietly
pushed down the yesteryear’s
large business magnates from
the top of the charts of global
business. This has come
through entirely different
routes. These corporations,
besides fast becoming eco-
nomic and political entities,

have started redefining the
socio-cultural ethos of the
common people. Their social
media platforms and other
high tech have interwoven
people in myriad forms all
across the world.

What has baffled humani-
ty today is shocking mechanics
built in the AI machines and
tools. Altogether they are grad-
ually replacing the work and
skills carried out by humans for
generations. By 2030, almost 47
per cent of the jobs that face
high risks of automation would
be taken over by AI. Besides,
some of the jobs that equally
involve risks and demands per-
fection in top industries like
health, mining, space, etc, would
be performed by the machines.
It seems the loss of man-con-
trolled jobs would add woes to
the economic plight of us.

The biggest ever debate
and dialogue is centred on the
loss of privacy with the AI
machines. Our very basic rights
are lost with these machines.
Precisely, there is no such law

as of today that can prevent the
damages caused by the use of
AI. The complex data envi-
ronment, algorithms and the
models underlying the devel-
opment of the AI operations
help the public institutions
and the private corporations to
maintain data secrecy. This
kind of an environment can
quickly breed public distrust
over the new AI-drawn envi-
ronment.

United Nations High
Commissioner for Human
Rights Michelle Bachelet
specifically intervened and
asked for a moratorium on the
sale and use of AI last year. She
warned of the dangers of
unregulated AI tools. Further
she highlighted that technolo-
gy’s decisions can change,
define or damage human lives.
A report released by the UN in
this regard clearly highlights
the risks of AI technologies. It
also made it public that AI can
serve as a force for good but if
used irresponsibly, it can bring
disaster to humanity. So the

UNHRC strongly appealed that
the AI devices that do not con-
form to the international
human rights law must be
banned.

The GAFAM has been
central to crafting both bilateral
and multilateral free trade
agreements to their maximum
benefit. With the birth of the
WTO in 1995 along with its
most controversial agreement
called the Trade Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS), the private
corporations have started sur-
passing the borders of the
nation-states. Many of these
companies have already grown
so big that they can easily take
over many of the countries in
the world. In fact such a sce-
nario is posing a potential
threat to the survival of the
once powerful nation-state.
And the GAFAM kinds of
groups are virtually occupying
the socio-cultural spaces of
many besides being large phys-
ical entities. And when they are
entering into the AI market

unlike the other business hous-
es, they have the advantage of
their huge customer base. It is
an added advantage for them,
and this is continuously taking
the global AI market to the
common people.

Now the moot question
here is: Are we all responsible
for giving away human rights
to the AI tools and machines?
The cumbersome, erratic and
expansive network of globali-
sation has given a fillip to the
upcoming AI market. And we
all have become a part of the
same. So only blaming the big
tech companies is not enough
for now.

Above all, the machines
invented or created by humans
should not be allowed to take
away the universal human
rights. But alas! We all are
inseparable from the digital
media networks. We are into
them. And AI machines have
finally stolen our treasured
past and promised future. The
reason behind is our intense
desire for a super comfortable,

efficient and hassle-free
lifestyle. As we move on to the
next epoch of human civilisa-
tion, we will be certainly
detached from our fellow
beings. Machines will be our
companions. Life will be much
faster than ever before.

Gone are the days when we
had abundant time for other
humans to share our hopes and
despairs. With AI penetrating
deep down our privacy, we
have seriously lost our capac-
ity to preserve and manoeuvre
what have been known as
purely our own. The 21st cen-
tury’s new “Data Nation” and
the tech giants have grabbed
our privacy. The only way to
balance work and life is to
hammer out concrete legal
strategies (both at national and
global levels) to make AI
human friendly. Else humani-
ty will soon surrender to AI.

(The writer is the Head of
the Department of Arts and
Humanities at Geeta University,
Panipat)

How to prevent humanity’s surrender to AI
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Revisiting storytelling traditions of India, seven nations 

T
he unique Kathakar fes-
tival opened here on
Friday evening with

immersive sessions by a few
seasoned storytellers from
Australia, the United
Kingdom, Mongolia and
Sierra Leone.

Organised in partnershipp
with the Ministry of Culture,
the Kathakar festival was
inaugurated by Union
Minister of Law and Justice
Kiren Rijiju at Sunder
Nursery.

The festival also hosted a
conversation between singer
Mohit Chauhan and actor
Nawazuddin Siddiqui on the
topic of "Kissey Kahani aur
Adakari".

"I applaud the organisers of
the Kathakar for providing a
platform to storytellers from
around the world. Our soci-

ety has forgotten the impor-
tance of our storytelling tra-
dition, so we need to encour-
age platforms like these. Our
government will further con-
tribute to Kathakar in the
future," Rijiju said at the
inauguration.

The four-day festival will
hear stories from seven
nations, including South
Korea and Israel.

"Stories emerging from vil-
lages are very powerful as life
is totally different there...I
love folk songs and stories that
are connected to our lives.
Whenever I meet filmmakers,
I urge them to make movies
based on stories from vil-
lages," filmmaker-writer
Imtiaz Ali, who is also a
patron of the festival, said in
a statement.

The festival will also host

Sufi musical night by Satpal
Wadali, a session with actor
Sanjay Mishra at India Gate,
Kabir Vani by acclaimed folk
singer Prahlad Singh

Tipaniya, and shadow puppet
show by Ramchandra Pulavar
and team.

Among International
artists this year, Kathakar

will feature Niall Moorjani
and Sarah Rundle (United
Kingdom), Lilian Rodrigues
Pang (Australia), Baatarjav
Erdenetsogt (Mongolia),

Alim Kamara (Sierra
Leonne), Seung Ah Kim
(South Korea) and Yossi Alfi
(Israel).

"This festival was started by
the Gahilote sisters, Rachna,
Prarthana & Shaguna in 2010
under the aegis of UNESCO
to preserve and promote the
ancient art of storytelling. I
have been associated with it
from the very beginning and
have seen how this festival has
evolved.

"Today, storytelling has
become a thriving art form
and has reclaimed a niche
audience. It feels wonderful to
have helped revive an art
form and contributed my bit
in preserving our ancient
Indian culture," Chauhan
said.

The festival will come to an
end on November 28.

Scientists find deadly 
tailor-made pocket feature
shared by coronaviruses 
S

cientists have discov-
ered that a tailor-made
pocket within the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein,
which is capable of binding
itself to the human cell sur-
face, is what results in some
coronaviruses causing
severe disease.

An international team of
researchers scrutinised the
spike glycoproteins decorat-
ing all coronaviruses.
During the study, the
researchers found that while
the tailor-made pocket was
present in all deadly coro-
naviruses, including MERS
and Omicron, the feature
was missing in variants
which cause mild infection
with cold-like symptoms.

Researchers of the study,
led by University of Bristol,
said their findings could
lead to the development of
a treatment to defeat all
coronaviruses -- from the
2002 SARS-CoV outbreak
to Omicron, the current
variant of SARS-CoV-2,
and dangerous variants that
may emerge in future.

The findings of the study
have been published in a
journal, 'Science Advances'.

The team said their find-
ings suggested that the
pocket bound a small mol-
ecule, linoleic acid -- an
essential fatty acid indis-
pensable for many cellular
functions including inflam-
mation and maintaining
cell membranes in the lungs
so that humans can breathe
properly.

This pocket could now be
exploited to treat all dead-

ly coronaviruses and at the
same time render them vul-
nerable to a linoleic acid-
based treatment targeting
this pocket.

COVID-19, caused by
SARS-CoV-2, is the third
deadliest coronavirus out-
break following SARS-CoV
in 2002 and MERS-CoV in
2012.

The much more infec-
tious SARS-CoV-2 contin-
ues to infect people and
damage communities and
economies worldwide, with
new variants of concern
emerging successively, and
Omicron evading vaccina-
tion and immune response.

"In our earlier work, we
identified the presence of a
small molecule, linoleic
acid, buried in a tailor-
made pocket within the
SARS-CoV-2 glycoprotein,
known as the 'Spike protein',
which binds to the human
cell surface, allowing the
virus to penetrate the cells
and start replicating, caus-
ing widespread damage,"
explained Christiane
Schaffitzel from School of
Biochemistry, University of
Bristol.

"We showed that binding
linoleic acid in the pocket
could stop virus infectivity,
suggesting an anti-viral
treatment. This was in the
original Wuhan strain that
started the pandemic.

"Since then, a whole
range of dangerous SARS-
CoV-2 variants have
emerged, including
Omicron, the currently
dominating variant of con-

cern. We scrutinised every
new variant of concern and
asked whether the pocket
function is still present,"
said Schaffitzel.

Omicron has undergone
many mutations, enabling it
to escape immune protec-
tion offered by vaccination
or antibody treatments that
lag behind this rapidly
evolving virus. While every-
thing else may have
changed, the researchers
found that the pocket
remained virtually unal-
tered, also in Omicron, the
study said.

"When we realised that
the pocket we had discov-
ered remained unchanged,
we looked back and asked
whether SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV, two other dead-
ly coronaviruses causing pre-
vious outbreaks years ago,
also contained this linoleic
acid binding pocket fea-
ture," said Christine Toelzer,
lead author of the study.

The team applied high-
resolution electron cryo-
microscopy, cutting-edge
computational approaches
and cloud computing.

Their results showed that
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
also had the pocket, and
could bind the ligand, linole-
ic acid, by a virtually iden-
tical mechanism.

"In our current study, we
provide evidence that the
pocket remained the same in
all deadly coronaviruses,
from the first SARS-CoV
outbreak 20 years ago to
Omicron today," said
Schaffitzel.

COVID-19,
caused by SARS-
CoV-2, is the third
deadliest
coronavirus
outbreak
following SARS-
CoV in 2002 and
MERS-CoV in
2012.

A
t a suburban park near
Doha, the capital city of
Qatar, cool air from

vents in the ground blasted
joggers on a November day
that reached almost 32 degrees
Celsius (90 degrees
Fahrenheit).

The small park with air-con-
ditioned paths is an apt illus-
tration of World Cup host
Qatar's answers, so far, to the
rising temperatures its people
face.

The wealthy Gulf Arab
nation has been able to pay for
extreme adaptive measures
like this thanks to the natural
gas it exports to the world.

A small peninsula that juts
out into the Persian Gulf,
Qatar sits in a region that, out-
side the Arctic, is warming
faster than anyplace else on
earth.

"It's already bad. And it's get-
ting worse," said Jos Lelieveld,
an atmospheric chemist at
Germany's Max Planck
Institute.

Part of the reason is the
warming waters of the Persian
Gulf, a shallow, narrow sea that
contributes to stifling humid-
ity in Qatar during some

months.
"It's a pretty difficult envi-

ronment. It's quite hostile,"
said Karim Elgendy, an associ-
ate fellow at the London-based
Chatham House think tank.

Without its ability to pay for
imported food, heavy air-con-
ditioning and desalinated
ocean water, he said, the con-
temporary country couldn't
exist.

Already, Qatar has faced a
significant rise in temperatures
compared to pre-industrial
times.

Scientists and others con-
cerned about climate change
are trying to keep the Earth as
a whole from warming by
more than 2 degrees Celsius
(3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) on
average because research
shows it will be profoundly dis-
ruptive, making many people
homeless, inundating coast-
lines and destroying ecosys-
tems.

"Qatar has an enormous
amount to lose in terms of the
effects of climate change," said
Mohammed Ayoub, a profes-
sor at the Environment and
Energy Research Institute at
Qatar's Hamad bin Khalifa

University.
It is one of the world's

hottest countries and will expe-
rience even more heat
extremes, floods, droughts and
sand and dust storms.

CLIMATE PLEDGES

If Qatar is one of the world's
wealthiest nations per capita, it
is also one of the most pollut-
ing per person.

Around this country slight-
ly smaller than the US state of
Connecticut, large SUVs are a
common sight, filled with
cheap gasoline.

Air-conditioning blasts the
insides of buildings year-
round. Even the country's
drinking water is energy inten-
sive, with nearly all of it com-
ing from desalination plants
that burn fossil fuel for the
force needed to press ocean
water through tiny filters to
make it consumable.

In recent years, Qatar has
inched forward making cli-
mate pledges. At the 2015
Paris climate talks, it did not
commit to reducing emissions,
but set a goal six years later to
cut emissions 25 per cent by
2030.
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NASA's Orion capsule enters
far-flung orbit around moon

N
ASA's Orion capsule has entered an
orbit stretching tens of thousands of
miles around the moon, as it neared the

halfway mark of its test flight.
The capsule and its three test dummies

entered lunar orbit more than a week after
launching on the USD4 billion demo that's
meant to pave the way for astronauts. It will
remain in this broad but stable orbit for
nearly a week, completing just half a lap
before heading home.

As of Friday's engine firing, the capsule
was 238,000 miles (380,000 kilometers)
from Earth. It's expected to reach a
maximum distance of almost 270,000 miles
(432,000 kilometers) in a few days. That will
set a new distance record for a capsule
designed to carry people one day.

"It is a statistic, but it's symbolic for what
it represents," Jim Geffre, an Orion manager,
said in a NASA interview earlier in the week.
"It's about challenging ourselves to go
farther, stay longer and push beyond the
limits of what we've previously explored."

NASA considers this a dress rehearsal for
the next moon flyby in 2024, with
astronauts. A lunar landing by astronauts
could follow as soon as 2025. Astronauts
last visited the moon 50 years ago during
Apollo 17.

Earlier in the week, Mission Control in
Houston lost contact with the capsule for
nearly an hour. At the time, controllers were
adjusting the communication link between
Orion and the Deep Space Network. Officials
said the spacecraft remained healthy.

Man held for hacking actor
Puneet Issar's email account

A
man was
arrested for
a l l e g e d l y

hacking the email
account of actor
Puneet Issar, send-
ing a mail and get-
ting a show of his
play cancelled at a
premier south Mumbai
venue and pocketing Rs 13.76
lakh the latter had paid as
booking and other fees, a police
official said on Saturday.

The incident came to light on
Tuesday when Issar tried to
access his email account and
found something amiss, after
which he approached Oshiwara
police station, the official
added.

"As part of our probe, we
inquired with NCPA about the
cancellation of Issar's show Jai
Shri Ram-Ramayan and got

details of Rs 13.76 lakh being
transferred to a bank account.
Using those details to get his
mobile phone number, we
zeroed in on the accused from
Madh area in Malwani in north
Mumbai," the official said.

He has been charged with
cheating and other offences
under Indian Penal Code and
Information Technology Act
provisions and has been
remanded in police custody till
November 28, the official
added.

A
new solo show by vet-
eran artist Bratin Khan
here explores the sub-

jects of Indian mythology,
religion and folk lore in a dis-
tinct style that is inspired
by Rajasthani minia-
ture paintings and
the Bengal
school of art.

The show,
"Songs of
Amity", is
organised here
by Arushi Arts
and curated by
Payal Kapoor.

With nature as an
integral element in his
works, Khan has reminisced
his childhood in rural Bengal
where he grew up surround-
ed by greenery.

"Primarily the journey
began with worshipping the

nature, through many land-
scape paintings. I was born
and brought up in a village in
North of Bengal. In my early
age there was no electricity

even at that time. So I
have strong memo-

ry of dawn, twi-
light, moonlit
n i g h t .
A b s o l u t e
greenery. I
could smell
the jungle,

aroma of flow-
ers in morning

and evening,"
Khan said.

After having painted
on subjects associated with
nature for years into his career,
Khan has been focussing on
the "Creator" and paying his
tribute "to the Lord through
my canvases".

Indian mythology, folk
lore in focus at art show

A
n international wildlife confer-
ence moved to enact some of
the most significant protec-

tion for shark species targeted in
the fin trade and scores of turtles,
lizards and frogs whose numbers
are being decimated by the pet
trade.

The Convention on
International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora, known by its
initials as CITES, ended Friday in
Panama.

Along with protections for over
500 species, delegates at the United
Nations wildlife conference rejected a
proposal to reopen the ivory trade. An
ivory ban was enacted in 1989.

"Good news from CITES is good
news for wildlife as this treaty is one of
the pillars of international conservation,
imperative at ensuring countries unite
at combatting the global interrelated
crises of biodiversity collapse, climate
change, and pandemics," said Susan
Lieberman, the vice president of inter-
national policy at Wildlife Conservation
Society.

"Many of the proposals adopted
here reflect there is ongoing over-
exploitation and unsustainable trade,
and escalating illegal trade, and some
are due to complex interactions of other
threats reducing species populations in
the wild, including climate change, dis-
ease, infrastructure development, and
habitat loss," she added.

The international wildlife trade
treaty, which was adopted 49 years ago
in Washington, DC, has been praised
for helping stem the illegal and unsus-

t a i n -
able trade in
ivory and
rhino horns as
well as in
whales and sea
turtles.

But it has come
under fire for its lim-
itations, including its
reliance on cash-strapped
developing countries to combat illegal
trade that's become a lucrative USD 10
billion-a-year business.

One of the biggest achievement this
year was increasing or providing pro-
tection for more than 90 shark species,
including 54 species of requiem sharks,
the bonnethead shark, three species of
hammerhead shark and 37 species of
guitarfish.

Many had never before had trade pro-
tection and now, under Appendix II, the
commercial trade will be regulated.

Global shark populations are declin-
ing, with annual deaths due to fisheries
reaching about 100 million. The sharks
are sought mostly for their fins, which
are used in shark fin soup, a popular
delicacy in China and elsewhere in
Asia.

"These species are threatened by the
unsustainable and unregulated fish-
eries that supply the international trade

in their meat and fins, which has
driven extensive population

declines," Rebecca
Regnery, senior director

for wildlife at Humane
S o c i e t y
International, said
in a statement.

"With Appendix
II listing,

CITES

P a r t i e s
can allow trade only if it is not detri-
mental to the survival of the species in
the wild, giving these species help they
need to recover from over-exploitation."

The conference also enacted protec-
tions for dozens of species of turtle,

lizard and frogs including glass frogs
whose translucent skin made them a
favourite in the pet trade. Several
species of song birds also got trade pro-
tection.

"Already under immense ecological
pressure resulting from habitat loss, cli-
mate change and disease, the unman-
aged and growing trade in glass frogs
is exacerbating the already existing
threats to the species," Danielle Kessler,
the US country director for the
International Fund for Animal Welfare,
said in a statement.

"This trade must be regulated and
limited to sustainable levels to avoid
compounding the multiple threats they
already face."

But some of the more controversial
proposals weren't approved.

Some African countries and conser-
vation groups had hoped to ban the
trade in hippos.

But it was opposed by the European
Union, some African countries and
several conservation groups, who
argue many countries have healthy
hippo populations and that trade isn't
a factor in their decline.

"Globally cherished mammals such
as rhinos, hippos, elephants and leop-
ards didn't receive increased protec-
tions at this meeting while a bunch of
wonderful weirdos won conservation
victories," Tanya Sanerib, internation-
al legal director at the Center for
Biological Diversity, said in a state-
ment.

"In the midst of a heart-wrenching
extinction crisis, we need global agree-
ment to fight for all species, even when
it's contentious."
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Wildlife conference boosts
protection for sharks, turtles
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